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Abstract

A Post-Occupancy Evaluation of Children's Needs in the Kinsmen Play Village

froin a Universal Design Perspective

The relationship between play and childhood development is widely documented in

the literature. It is through play and active interaction with their environment that

children learn about themselves and the world in which they live, thereby facilitating

the transition into adulthood. The literature shows that both the outdoor and indoor

play environments have a significant impact on childhood development. However, the

outdoor environment is often ignored as a viable place where children can develop

intellectually, socially, emotionally and physically.

Even though user participation is said to be the key to the process of creating successful

and enduring spaces, children and their families are rarely invited to participate in the

design and evaluation of spaces that are designed specifically for them. As a result, most

playgrounds ignore children's developmental needs and provide limited opportunities for

them. This is especially true for children with disabilities whose needs are often more

acute and specialized. They often do not have access to the same experiences as non-

disabled children. This in turn has a significant impact on their development.



Concern about all children's needs and the quality of children's outdoor play

environments initiated a closer examination of the design and evaluation of these spaces.

The post-occupancy evaluation completed in this thesis examines the process of universal

design and evaluation of an outdoor play environment focusing on the needs of children

with mobility disabilities and their families. It examines the life of the Kinsmen Play

Village since it's initial development, from various perspectives, including user groups

such as design professionals, management, and children and their families. It examines

the current literature on play and childhood development, children's playgrounds,

universal design and evaluation.

The literature shows that universally designed playgrounds that address the needs of all

children are based on environmental diversity, inclusion and on the provision of same or

similar participatory play opportunities for all children. These elements promote the

intellectual, social, emotional and physical development of all children. Integration and

access are key to the overall play experience. This study reveals evolutionary changes in

the Play Village that have significantly altered the nature of the space. Initially, the

playground provided access and play opportunities for children with mobility disabilities.

The changes that have been implemented over the past twenty years have been driven by

maintenance, safety and liability issues, issues that currently define the nature of many

children's outdoor play spaces. As a result, play opportunities for children with mobility

disabilities have been drastically reduced and these children and their families have all

but been excluded from the playground.
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Children and their families have never been consulted in the implementation of change

The author's recommendations for change address the characteristics of playgrounds

based on the needs of all children based on the universal design guidelines.
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1. NTRODIJCTION



1.1 The Problem

Although there is a wide range of literature on a variety of issues concerning children's

outdoor play areas, there is limited attention given in the research to how outdoor

environments influence the well being of children with disabilities, and about the

"implications of disability and age on the way in which the environment is perceived and

used" (Stoneham, 1997, p..23).There is also a significant gap in the literature about the

involvement of children with disabilities and their families in the process of designing

and evaluating spaces with inclusion in mind.

Guidelines and criteria have recently been developed in the United States that address

specific issues in planning, designing and managing outdoor play spaces for all children,

based on the universal design premise (Goltsman, 2O0l). At the present time, no such

guidelines exist in Canada. We have a history of neglect when addressing the needs of

children in general, especially those with disabilities. Cost is usually the determining

factor.

Post-occupancy evaluations @OE) can determine what works and what doesn't work in a

built environment through the eyes of the user. Post-occupancy evaluations based on the

universal design premise can provide valuable information about the needs of all users,

regardless of age or ability. POE components such as user participation surveys, may

include representatives from management, maintenance, design professionals and

children, both with and without disabilities, and their families. Based on the users'
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feedback and perspective, the performance of an environment is evaluated according to

the client's goals and the original intent of the design, as well as the needs and

expectations of the users. They examine the needs and expectations of children rather

than defining their needs based on their disability. Post-occupancy evaluations for

ongoing designs in children's outdoor environments are not often utilized as a result of

time and cost restraints.

Goltsman suggests that most playgrounds do not provide the elements that children need

in order to develop socially, cognitively, emotionally and physically. She suggests,

"'when you study what's going on in the playground, more than fifty percent of the

activity has to do more with negotiation, kids talking and learning to deal with each

other" (as cited in Leccese, 1994, p. 72). Y,lhenwe do not provide for all children in play

areas, then, all children, with or without physical, social or emotional disabilities, miss

vital opportunities to learn about one another, to appreciate the others' abilities and

similarities (Burkhour, 2001).

The design and quality of outdoor play spaces for children has gained much attention and

has been the issue of much debate in the past several decades. The universal design

movement has forced us to reevaluate how we> as adults, are fulfilling our roles as

advocates for children's rights and needs in all areas of their lives, both indoors and

outdoors.



Even though the Kinsmen Play Village was originally developed with accessibility in

mind, it curently provides limited accessibility and limited inclusive opportunities for

children with mobility disabilities and their families. The Play Village has been

altered significantly over the years as a result of cost, safety and liability issues. An

evaluation of the Play Village regarding user satisfaction has never been completed.

Children with mobility disabilities and their families have never been consulted regarding

their needs in the process of implementing change. The Play Village is currently a

playground that the families avoid, rather than frequent.

It is interesting to note that user studies have been completed during the evolution of the

Kinsmen Park. However, the Play Village has not been specifically targeted in these

studies. Children and families have not been invited to share their views or experiences

since the concept was initiated in 1978.

Currently, at a local level, there are no playgrounds that are accessible to all children in

Saskatoon. A local commuirity group has recently been unsuccessful in obtaining partial

funding from the city for the development of "Everyone's playground," a playground

that is accessible to all children, regardless of physical ability. It has been confirmed by a

City official that the City of Saskatoon has made a $300,000 commitment towards the

development of a skateboard and Btr¡D( bicycle park. The location of this park is yet to be

determined. There are no plans to make it universally accessible but the City official



stated that because of the cbncrete surfacing, people using wheelchairs should be able to

participate.



1.2 Goal and Objectives of the Thesis

The goal of this thesis is the completion of an investigative post-occupancy evaluation

(POE) of the Kinsmen Children's Play Village in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan,

incorporating the principles of universal design and focusing on the needs of children and

their families, with respect io their use of and response to the outdoor physical play

environment.

Preiser identifies three levels of effort and the steps involved that can be part of the

process of a POE:

a) "Indicative POE's give an indication of major strengths and weaknesses of a
particular building's performance. They usually consist of selected interviews
with knowledgeable informants, as well as a subsequent walk-through of the
facility.

b) Investigative POE's go into more depth and gather more data from increased
interviews and surveys. Objective evaluation criteria are explicitly stated either in
the functional program of the facility, or they have been compiled from
guidelines, performance standards, and published literature on a given building
type.

c) Diagnostic POE's correlate physical environment measures with subjective
occupant response measures" (200I, p. 9.11).

The author examines the evolutionary changes in the Kinsmen Play Village since its

creation, and how the existing design of the Play Village addresses the needs of children

with mobility disabilities, who may or may not use mobility assistive devices, and their

families. The roles of design professionals and place-users in the design of children's

outdoor spaces are explored, focusing on perception, cognition, behaviour, movement

and safety as an essential and integrated approach to child development in outdoor play

environments. The evaluation of accessibility, integration and usability of children's
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outdoor playgrounds based on the universal design concept is reviewed.

The objectives of this thesis are:

1) to review the literature with regards to:

a) childhood development, play and the outdoor play environment

b) the historical development and research of children's outdoor play environments

c) children with mobility disabilities and their families, and the design implications

for outdoor play environments

d) universal design and evaluation of outdoor play environments

2) to conduct an intervie* *itf, the designer of the Kinsmen Play Village - Senior

Landscape A¡chitect and Prime Consultant of the firm responsible for the overall project

design and construction - regarding the original design intent, history and evolution of the

Play Village.

3) To examine existing user studies of the Play Village in order to expand the knowledge

base in terms of demographics and attendance of the users.

4) to complete a general site analysis of the Play Village examining general issues of the

Play Village as a separate play space, and in relation to the larger site, the Kinsmen Park.

5) to complete an analysis of the Play Village based on the Americans With Disabilities

Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) for Play Areas, on the CSA Safety Standards for

Play Spaces and Equipment and on the seven Universal Design principals which include:

7



l) equitable use

2) flexibility in use

3) simple and intuitive use,

4) perceptible information,

5) toleranc" for...år,

6) low physical effort,

7) size and space for approach and use

The analysis will examine whether the Play Village design meets the requirements

outlined in the various guidelines, and how they have been addressed on site for one

element of the targeted consumer population - children with mobility disabilities and their

families.

6) to complete an analysis of user satisfaction and site performance regarding

accessibility and usability based on the original intent of the Play Village design. The

users include key participants who have been involved in the design and management of

the Play Village, and children with mobility disabilities, their siblings and families. The

parents'perspective regarding their children's use of and response to the physical play

environment was considered an important component of the information-gathering

process. It was hoped that this part of the study would assist in determining whether the

Play Village has been successful in capturing one element of the targeted consumer

population - children with mobility disabilities - as defined by:

a) whether these children and their families are actively using the Play Village



b) whether the Play Village design has appropriately addressed their needs in

terms of accessibility, usability and integration

c) what changes have been imposed since its initial development in 1983

d) what necessary changes have been identified by the different users

If one element of the targeted consumer population - children with mobility disabilities -

is actively using the play area, the assumption can then be made that the play area is

accessible to and usable by them, and is meeting at least some of their needs. In order to

facilitate the universal design approach for future improvements in the Play Village, it is

important that these issues be addressed before moving on to the next step of designing

for a wider population of children with all types of abilities. For example, if these

children are not utilizing the play area, we need to understand why not before a future

design plan is implemented.

7) to conduct on site observations of the children and their families using the various play

areas at the Play Village in order to assess accessibility and usability.

8) to use still photography as a method of documenting the use of different play areas by

the participants - children and their families.

9) to use children's drawings as a means of documenting their ideas and perceptions of

their ideal playgrounds. 
:

l0) to apply the findings of the above-noted analyses to the Kinsmen Play Village by

making a series of recommendations for change based on the universal design premise.



It is hoped that the completion of a post-occupancy evaluation will provide better

understanding of:

' the reasons behind the changes that have occurred throughout the years at the

Kinsmen Play Villag" '

' the needs and expectations of the users - children with mobility disabilities and their

families - and how they are being met in the Play Village

' the roles of design professionals and management in the process of designing and

evaluating universally accessible children's outdoor play areas

' the nature of play and our view and evaluation of playgrounds in the overall

progression of childhood development.
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1,.3 Historical Development of the Kinsmen Park and the Kinsmen PIay Village

The Kinsmen Play Village is nestled into an area of mature maples and poplars in a small

pocket of the Kinsmen Park in Saskatoon. It was initially known as City Park which was

originally developed as a family park. It became Saskatoon's first developed open space

in 1903. It consisted of fifty-two acres purchased by the City of Saskatoon for $1500. It is

located on the northern periphery of Saskatoon's Downtown core and on the west bank of

the South Saskatchewan River. It initially offered a variety of functions including being

an exhibition ground. In 1947, City Park was renamed Kinsmen Park for a local service

club that had contributed generously to the landscape and site development with a

particular interest in children's needs. Through its financial and conceptual contributions,

the Saskatoon Kinsmen Club has been instrumental in the development and

rejuvenation/expansion of a children's paddling pool, the existing amusement rides area

and the Kinsmen Play Village.

Since its creation, Kinsmen Park has experienced an evolutionary process initiated by

various groups with a diverse set of needs and desires. It has become a popular and

highly used park that provides a variety of structured and unstructured opportunities for

both active and passive leisure enjoyment throughout the year. These include baseball

fields, a picnic shelter and fireplace, picnic areas, cross-country ski trails, the amusement

rides and open lawn areas for casual leisure and recreation pursuits. A new park pavilion

that includes wash¡ooms and a concession was completed in 2001.

In 1978, the Saskatoon Kinsmen Club offere d partial funding to the City of Saskatoon in

11



the amount of $150,000, for the construction of a Children's Play Village on the

understanding that the city would match the club's donation. The Kinsmen Club were

particularly interested in the concept of the Children's Play Village at Ontario Place in

Toronto.

In 1980, the City of Saskatbon invited proposals from consulting firms for a study

examining existing conditions of the Kinsmen Park and adjacent features, and the

subsequent development of a Master Plan. The concept plan of the Children's Play

Village developed by the Landscape Architecture and Planning firm of Hilderman Witty

Crosby Hanna and Associates was presented to City Council, along with their Master

Plan for the Kinsmen Park. The Play Village was based on the precedents of play

facilities at Ontario Place in Toronto and Granville Island in Vancouver. The Master Plan

illustrated the concept of a family oriented park development which integrated the Play

Village. The fum's design of the Play Village \ryas constructed and completed in 1983.

The Master Plan, incorporating the Kinsmen Play Village, was not implemented due to

the apparent lack of political will and other City priorities.

In 1989, the City of Saskatoon Leisure Services Department initiated further studies and

proposals for a site development plan for the "redesign and upgrading of Kinsmen Park."

Proposals have yet to be implemented in any substantive measure.

T2
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2.1 Introduction

In order to appreciate the significance of outdoor play environments in children's lives,

we need to understand the factors that promote healthy childhood development. For the

purposes of this study, an integrated approach to childhood development in outdoor play

environments incorporates perception, cognition, behaviour, movement and safety.

It would be misleading to suggest that outdoor environments provide the only necessary

requirements for healthy childhood development. Many other factors play an important

role, for example: an emotionally and physically safe environment, nurturing,

stimulation, equal education, appropriate diet and exercise. However, research strongly

indicates that the outdoor environment plays a significant role in all children's social,

emotional and physical development, and it is through play that children learn about

themselves and their world, accumulating experiences needed in adulthood. Research

also suggests that this process serves the same function for all children, including those

with disabilities @attner, 1969). However, we do not provide the same opportunities for

children with disabilities. This in turn affects their social, physical and emotional

development and also has a significant impact on how our society functions as a whole.

The following literature review examines the relationship between childhood play and the

intellectual, social, emotional and physical development of all children, and the

characteristics that facilitate play and learning. It provides an historical context and

17



evolution of children's outdoor play areas. It addresses the current ideals for universally

designed spaces for all children - how these impact on all children's play and overall

childhood development, and how we define, design and evaluate these play areas.

The literature review provides case examples and studies that address children's

perceptions and use of outdoor spaces, and what some experts say about guidelines for

creating these spaces. Finally, it examines how we address the rights and needs of

children with disabilities in outdoor play areas.

2,2 D emographics of Disability

According to Statistics Canada, mobility disabilities include persons who have limited

ability to walk, move or stand (from the Statistics Canada Web site, 2001). The South

Saskatchewan Independent Living Centre state that mobility disabilities include persons

who have "difficulty with agility, balance, coordination, fine and gross motor skills,

range of motion, endurance, strength, or reflexes" (as cited in Saskatchewan Voice of

People with Disabilities, Inc. 2000). Persons with mobility disabilities may use assistive

devices such as crutches, canes, walkers, braces, manual and power wheelchairs.

The Active Living Alliance and the World Health Organzation differentiates the terms

impairment, disability and handicap.

"Impairment is the medical term where an injury, disease or other disorder
produces a reduction in an individual's physical or mental function. Disability is
any restriction or lack of ability to perform an activity in the manner or within the

18



:

range considered normal for a human being. Handicap is not a condition but a
barrier in the environment. It is a description of the difficulty that results from the
impairment or disability. The impairment is what causes the disability; the
disability is in the individual; the handicap is the environment, which limits
inclusion" (as cited in Saskatchewan Voice of People With Disabilities, Inc.
2000).

Common types of disabilities include mobility, hearing, visual, communication,

intellectual, learning, mental and environmental disabilities. Disabilities can be caused by

a number of factors. Some of the more common causes include injuries, progressive

diseases, trauma at or before birth, illnesses, genetics, and environmental factors.

In a Health and Activity Limitations Survey in 1991, Statistics Canada reports that

approximately one in five Saskatchewan residents has a disability. Nationally, seven per

cent of children under the age of fourteen have a disability (as cited in Saskatchewan

Voice of People With Disabilities, Inc. 2000).

In 1995, the Canadian Institute of Child Health examined the status of children with

disabilities and how they access recreation. They published the following findings in a

report called The Health of Canada's Children, a CICH profile, which reports that:

' Most children aged zero to fourteen with disabilities are able to take part in free play,

either alone or with others. Far fewer are able to access community physical recreation.

' Only twenty-six percent of children aged zero to four years and fifty-eight percent of

children aged five to fourte'en years with disabilities were able to participate in a

community physical recreation program.

I

79

Forfy-one percent of youth with disabilities would like to participate in more



activities in their spare time and almost half of all youth with disabilities reported that

they would like to be more physically active. The two most common obstacles cited were

cost and the lack of nearby facilities or programs (from the Child and Family Canada,

1995 IVeb site).

I

Although it is evident that our society considers children as important 'resources' and as

our future leaders, it has a history of negligence in addressing and accommodating the

needs of children, especially those with disabilities. This is particularly evident in Canada

where the enactment of the Child Rights Bills is continually defered in Parliament.

The right to a safe, stimulating, and developmentally appropriate environment, and the

right to play, is part of the United Nations Declaration of the Rights of the Child. In early

1970, Bill C-204 - aCanadian Bill of Rights for Children - was introduced in Parliament,

and stated:

"The child who is physically, mentally or socially handicapped shall be given
special treatment, eilucation and care required by his or her special condition. The
child shall have full opportunity for play and recreation which should be directed
to the same purposes as education; society and the public authorities should
endeavor to promote the enjoyment of this right."

This Bill was not ratified in Parliament.

On June 4,200T, Bill C-370 - The Canadian Child Rights Bill - was introduced in

Parliament and read for the first time. It states:

"Every child has the right:

if physically or mentally disabled, to receive the appropriate care free of charge to
foster the child's development, so far as is reasonably possible, in education and
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employment and in achieving as normal as possible a life within the community;

to rest, leisure, play and recreation and access to culture and the arts" @arliament
of Canada,2001).

This Bill has not yet been ratified.

2.3 The Importance of Outdoor Play to Child Development

Bateson (1999) suggests that there are many definitions and perceptions of play. Many

people believe that play has an important purpose of developing skills and experiences

needed in adulthood, and that people are active participants in their own development

(from the Alliance for Childhood Web site). Goltsman suggests that we redefine the idea

of play. She states, "There is no difference between play and learning. When an adult

hears the word 'play', they think fun and frivolous. Much play is a painful experience

because you're learning who you are in relation to the world, a whole set of survival

skills" (as cited in Lecesse, 1994, p. 72).

The relationship between play and the intellectual, social, physical and emotional

development of children is strongly supported by Pearce (1980). In his book The Magical

Child, he discusses Piagetian theory of childhood development. The noted Swiss

psychologist, Piaget, argues that play fosters assimilation which he considers the driving

force behind learning. Piaget and others strongly indicate the crucial role of diverse

outdoor environments in early childhood development. They believe that that only

through active interaction with the living world could the child learn and acquire creative

intelligence. Furthermore, Piaget argues that development occurs only when the child is
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making sensory contact with the world of objects and processes. In the first ten years of

life, children acquire a full dimensional knowledge of the world as it is. Traditional

learning has often placed the child in a passive role. Piaget suggests that the development

of a mental structure parallels physical activity of a personal kind. He suggests that

interactive encounters with the environment help children to build patterns of behaviour

and concepts with which to view the world (Pearce, 1980).

Cohen and Trostle (1990) argue that the characteristics of well-defined physical

environments influence children's behaviour and should be considered important

instruments of developmental and educational processes. They suggest that the influence

of these environments on behaviour extend beyond the school setting to the outdoor

playground as well. "Just as environmental characteristics are likely to influence the

information perceived by the senses, educational settings that provide opportunities for

movement, investigation, concentration and social interaction, will influence the

messages children derive from their interactions within the educational setting,

contributing to their understanding of their place within that environment, as well as to

the manner in which one ccimes to understand the environment and its messages" (p.

7ss).

Research acknowledges that the indoor environment plays a significant role in children's

development. Gump (1978) and Weinstein (1979) hold that the design of schools and

classrooms has a significant impact on children's behaviour and attitudes (as cited in

TVeinstein and Pinciotti, 1988). Educators are increasing their efforts to modify the design

of classrooms with features that address the affective, physical and social needs of the
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students, addressing specific developmental needs (Cheskey, 1996). Garland and White

(1980) state that daycare and preschool administrators are becoming more active in

developing more age and developmentally appropriate settings that foster both mental

and physical growth (as cited in Neill, 1981).

The importance of the outdoor environment and childhood development is also widely

documented. However, Moore (1980) argues that we often ignore outdoor environments

as ecologically viable places where children can learn and develop socially. He describes

the concept of ecological viability as based on four ecological principles: diversity,

interaction, adaptation and change. Moore (1990) argues that social institutions have

consistently designed and managed recreational spaces for children in playgrounds, parks

and schoolyards with miniriral thought or understanding to what children desire or need.

He suggests that this is due in part to a lack of understanding about children's

developmental needs. Moore (1989) also believes that play is often devalued and the

importance of fun minimized as children develop, grow and learn in a world that is

structured and determined by adults. "Yet, it is happy times that people remember best.

Laughing faces are a powerful symbol of well-being, of education, too" (p.201).

As children grow and develop, their needs change. Play, however, remains a constant

factor. This study focuses on children between the ages of five and ten, and therefore

examines both the Early Years and the Middle Childhood Years.
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Childhood development during the Earþ Years - one to five - is particularly dependent

upon the quantity and quality of nurturing and stimulation that children receive. Early

childhood experiences have significant influence on their physical, emotional and

intellectual abilities. Child and Family Canada suggests that there are eight neural

pathways: touch, sight, sound, taste, smell, temperature, pain and positioning, and that the

more stimulation that these pathways receive, the more fully the brain develops. During

these years, children develop a sense of identity, and explore their world continuously

through play and questioning They identifi with the adults in their lives, their role

models, and learn from them. These early years are crucial for the development of trust,

sense of safety, language, vocabulary, patterns of behaviour and emotional response

(from the Child and Family CanadaWeb site, 2000).

During the Early Years, children's physical development is enhanced through activities

which improve large muscle development, such as jumping, running, and throwing.

Activities such as cutting, pasting and drawing assist in small muscle skill development.

Cognitive skills are develoþed through problem solving and activities that require thought

processes, such as puzzles, blocks, number and matching games. Children develop

socially when they learn how to relate to others, through cooperation, dramatic play, and

helping. Emotional development is about the identification, expression and control of

feelings (from the Child and Family CanadaWeb site, 2000).
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The Middle Childhood years include the ages of six to twelve. This is a time when

relationships with peers, parents and others are very important. Children assume more

responsibility for their behaviour in these relationships. The development of selÊesteem

in the middle years is particularly important for the transition into adolescence. By this

time, good motor skills have been developed and children gain a sense of competence as

they practise and challenge their own levels of physical ability. Their earlier development

of language and cognitive abilities facilitates planning, organzation and action (from the

Child and Family Canada Web site, 2000).

Play is extremely important during the Middle Childhood years. It provides different

opportunities for physical and cognitive challenges, testing theories, expression of

feelings, socialization, experimentation with various roles, learning about cooperation

and rules, and the development and practice of skills (from the Child and Family Canada,

Web site,2ooo).

Physical play is important for children's physical development, and has long-term

benefits. Research shows that exercise may be more important to bone growth than milk

as it improves their skeletal health, and reduces the future risk of osteoporosis. Belfry

(1996) reports that there is an increase in the prevalence of childhood obesity, which is

linked to a lack of physical activity. In North America, forty percent of five to eight year

old children are classified ai obese. Both obesity and inactivity are risk factors for

cardiovascular disease. Physical activity also improves children's mental health, reducing

anxiety, depression and tension, and increasing selÊesteem and perceived physical
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competence @elfry, 1996). Physical activity facilitates the development of gross motor

skills, strength and endurance. It contributes to improved body image, and promotes

social and emotional growth.

Traditionally, health care has often been based on the medical approach of remedial

response to illness. Howevår, people are increasingly becoming aware of health and

development in a more holistic way, with the maintenance of well-being as a key factor.

More and more, we examine how such elements as stress, diet, and environmental factors

play an important role in our overall quality of life. One key element of this relationship

is the way that outdoor environments can promote children's health and development

(Stoneham, 1997).

Stoneham (1997) states "It is important to recognize how the outdoors can contribute to

and support children's well-being. The ability of different children to be motivated to

learn and develop intellectually, physically, and socially is often closely linked with

physical and mental health.,An area of increasing interest is how the outdoor environment

can influence the attitudes and behaviour of children and their development of social

relationships. The outdoors also has a significant role to play in developing children's

skills. The link between physical activity and development is integral to play provision."

She points out that very little attention has been given to the research of how the outdoor

environment influences the well-being of children with disabilities. Yet, their "needs for

all forms of health support are often particularly acute" (p.2a-25).

Dattner (1977) suggests thaf play for children with disabilities is no different than play
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for those without disabilities. "It serves the same function of expanding their experience

and understanding of the world, and affords them the same potential for enjoyment and

expression" (p 60) However, children with special needs have fewer opportunities to

participate in play because we do not accommodate their needs, isolating them and thus

preventing them from developing intellectually, socially, physically and emotionally.

A misconception about play and children with disabilities is that they have less need for

recreation. The U.S. National Center on Accessibility (2001) argues that play is an

essential component for children of all abilities. Play helps us to develop a better

understanding of who we are and who we want to be. Play promotes selÊawareness, and

inclusion fosters community awareness. It helps to improve our physical fitness. It

enhances our skills at problem resolution, communication, setting goals. It provides

opportunities for understanding roles and developing friendships (from the NCA Web

site).

"Positive play experiences also foster moral development in children by helping them to

learn to give up instant selÊgratification for a more sophisticated moral code based on

fairness and mutual satisfaction. By learning to respect and apply the rules of the game,

children learn to empathize with others and appreciate fair play" @RO Web site, 1,999)

Burkhour (2001) states that "children with disabilities have the same desires and needs to

climb, rock, swing, slide, pretend, socialize, balance, build strength, test their abilities,

spin, dig, splash, and have fun, just like kids who don't have disabilities. When kids with

and without disabilities play together, they learn to appreciate each other's 'abilities' and
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similarities. And just think about the impact on our world when each person is viewed as

a unique individual and valued for what they can do. Inclusion in play activities today

improves the quality of life for the child, their family, the community and other children

who don't have disabilities" (from the NCA Web site, p. 1).

Experts describe play either categorically or as having various elements. For example,

Piaget and Inhelder note three categories of play: exercise play, which is defined by

repetition; symbolic play, which is defined by ntualization; and games with rules which

foster socialization (as cited in Melvin, 1979). Dattner (1969) categorizes play as physical

play, social play and cognitive play. Thomsen (1983) describes play as having four basic

elements: physical, social, creative and quiet. He argues that the importance of quiet play

for observation or meditation is too often ignored, and should also be included when

defining play. Bateson and Martin (1999) suggest that "human play comes in many

different forms, such as social, rough-and-tumble, solitary, manipulative, constructional,

verbal, symbolic and imaginary. Play applies, therefore to patterns of thought, as well as

physical movements" (from the Alliance for Childhood Web site, p. l).

Nicholson (1971) argues that there is no evidence that children are born creative. There is

evidence, however, that children love to interact with the world around them, to

experiment, discover and invent. "In any environment, both the degree of inventiveness

and creativity, and the possibility of discovery, are directly proportional to the number

and kinds of variables in it" (p. 30).

In her research on play, Meyer (1997) concludes that"dramatic play is believed to be the
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highest form of play. Dramatic play benefits children in all developmental areas. For

young children, dramatic play provides a journey into the world of 'let's pretend.' As

children engage in fantasy play, they relive experiences by symbolically imitating what

they observe around them. Through children's interpersonal relationships within the

socio-dramatic play, opportunities arise for in-depth thinking such as imagining,

recalling, reasoning, and negotiating. By exploring life's situations from the community

and home, a child can recreate an identity that fulfills personal emotional needs and

desires. Dramatic play can be a solitary or group activity" (from the Canadian Childcare

Federation Web site, p 1).'

Most experts agree that play is a fundamental component in children's lives. Goltsman

argues that "play is more than just about having fun. It is the child's way of learning. It is

an intricate, intimate process, which helps children develop and become socialized. Play

is learning in its most experiential sense, but it is only as rich as the supporting social and

physical environment" (Moore, Iacofano, Goltsman, 1997, p. n).

2.4 Historical Development of Children's Playgrounds

Dannenmaier (1994) recalls that fifty years ago, 'traditional' equipment - swings,

monkey bars and slides - were dominant features in playgrounds. Thirty-five years ago,

'novelty' play structures made of concrete and steel became popular. Twenty-five years

ago, modular play systems - continuous play loops - promoted socialization, imagination

and exercise. She suggests that these trends resulted in "urban play spaces made of
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asphalt, rubber and steel while suburban parks consist of grass topped with unisets" (p.

60).

Frost (1994) suggests that "focus on play environments has reached a momentum not

seen since the early 1900'sj' (as cited in Dannenmaier, p. 60). He cites several reasons for

this: the increase in play research, the deterioration in most U.S. playgrounds, a general

understanding that play is being sacrificed in favor of education, and an increased interest

in children's issues.

Design professionals are becoming more aware of two essential issues when designing

public play spaces - access and safety - out of need because of injuries and law suits.

School environments are becoming increasingly more responsive in addressing the needs

of children with disabilities. Segregation is not seen as a viable option anymore. More

and more, children with disabilities are choosing to be included in other outdoor areas,

such as suntmer playgrouncl programs. Integration and access on the playground, and

inclusive play opportunities are perceived as essential in meeting the needs of all

children, because all children have the same needs and desires for play opportunities,

regardless of ability (Burkhour, 200 1).

At the present time, very few playground features provide opportunities for use and

participation by all children with different abilities. Playgrounds are designed by and for

adult needs, often with the preconception of what a play environment is - usually a

program of sandboxes, playing fields and play structures - often ignoring qualitative

issues and developmental needs of the children. Play structures are often one of the few
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existing physical features, usually horrendously expensive, allowing only a handful of

non-disabled players at a time. Rios (1994) argues that "developing physical skills on

climbing structures accounts for only ten percent of all activity at the playground. We

need areas for dramatic play, water resources, places where children can make up games,

create their own play patterns. In short, we need to broaden the definition of playground"

(as cited in Leccesse, p. 72).

Public playgrounds frequently have sets of regulations that either prohibit or limit

children's free use and engagement with all its elements and adult rules that favor

management and maintenance. But children's imaginative manipulation of the physical

environment fosters a sense of selÊmastery and control, of expression and creativity, an

unconscious communication of feelings and understanding about themselves, a

significant element which forms the basis of most contemporary play therapy (Cooper,

te70).

2.5 Research on Children's Playgrounds

In the 1960's, concern about children's playgrounds initiated a movement in Britain that

began addressing the quality and value of playgrounds, and the relationship between

children's playgrounds and children's behaviour @rown, Burger, 1984). The result was a

number of studies worldwide that examined both playground settings and children's

outdoor play behaviours. Different types of playgrounds were examined: traditional,

contemporary, and creativeladventure playgrounds. Findings showed that all
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environments were valuable in stimulating various types of play, but that constraints and

opportunities in the playgrounds either limited or enhanced the variety of play

behaviours. Striniste and Moore (1989) argue that "the study of children's playground

behaviours is always limited to the behaviour that the available equipment allows" (p.

27).More and more, evidence points strongly to a positive correlation between diversity

in a playground and 'playability,' or range in play behaviours.

In 1971, Nicholson published an article called "How Not to Cheat Children: The Theory

of Loose Parts." Expanding on the concept of loose parts in adventure playgrounds, he

suggests that children thrive in environments where they can manipulate, effect change

and essentially, be architects and builders. Numerous researchers have supported this

theory. In his book, Children on Playgrounds, Hart cites three studies in which, "given a

range of different play environments, children played more often, for a longer time and in

more ways on playgrounds with loose parts" (as cited in Dannenm aier, 1994,p 6l)

In the early 1970' s, Hart completed one of the first comprehensive studies of children's

perceptions and experiences with the outdoor environment in Vermont, United States.

Hart (1974) observed children's activities for more than a year. He concluded that a

significant amount of time was spent instinctively manipulating their landscape in order

to build or change things. He argues that this process was crucial to their physical

development as they develop eye-hand coordination and fine motor development by

using hand and finger muscles. It also facilitated creativity, imagination, and a sense of

self-mastery and accomplishment. Children who have access only to single purpose

equipment will experiment less and will develop less creativity than when using the
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multi-purpose equipment.

In a 1985 study of equipment selection choices during free play for kindergarten for first

and second graders, Frost and Strickland concluded that children preferred playground

settings that offered a wide variety of choices that promoted opportunities for self-

expression and action-oriented interaction with the environment. In a related study,

comparing conventional and creative playground settings, second-grade students favored

action-oriented componentp. These fostered complex dramatic play and increased activity

and creativity compared with single-function equipment (as cited in Cohen and Trostle,

1e9o).

Robin Moore, a national leader in the design of children's spaces from the U.S., actively

engages children in his research. In a long-term, comprehensive study of the impact of

school grounds on children's behavior, Moore (1989) spent over a decade researching

how children used the space at the washington Environmental yard, (w.E.y.) in

Berkeley, California. Children, teachers, parents and residents were invited to participate

in the design process for a schoolyard. In another school design at Thousand Oaks (T O )

in Berkeley, California , (197 4) a group of parents and teachers invited Moore and design

students to assist in a moreproduct-oriented solution. The design process was

pronounced finished after one year. Moore suggests that people ran out of energy.

W.E.Y., on the other hand, was more process oriented, and eventually was incorporated

into the curriculum. Both sites had existing manufactured play equipment. T.O. had

various planting features, while W.E.Y. was solely asphalt. After the first six months of

the redevelopment of W.E.Y., a user feedback study was initiated in order to determine
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how the children were responding to this changing environment. Various forms of

children participation - interyiews and drawings - were incorporated into the planning

stages for both projects. Moore states that the children offered a vast range of possibilities

for both W.E.Y. and T.O. The desire for nature and the use of natural resources were

universal. Most children expressed the need for a "small scale personalized environment,

each differentiating from the next in small esoteric ways." The children made

recommendations for three types of settings:

conventional play equipment - slides, swings, climbing structures

existing settings - asphalt for ballgames, traditional bars, jungle gym

natural settings

The common key considerations were complexity and diversity. Children expressed the

need for challenge and adventure play; for big-scale dramatic play; for many different

choices of play activity and expression within various settings, and the ability to

physically and mentally manipulate the environment to fulfill their own purposes.

According to Moore, younger children incorporate trees almost instinctively in their

mental images of the outdoor environment. A tree offers so many possibilities that it

ceases to be an object, but rather a whole place which combines many types of

experiences. Children wanted the school grounds generously filled with trees. Children

often preferred using natural materials for building and manipulating. There was a

universal desire for grass and flowers, but these were secondary to the desire for swings.

A water pond was the mosi desired element and the one noted most frequently in the

children's designs of the T.O. school ground.
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At T.O. children's attitudes and behaviors changed dramatically after the development.

More teaching was conducted outdoors. The project, however, was viewed negatively by

the school administration and slowly, the playground was returned almost to its original

state. Moore concluded several reasons for this process: a lack of understanding of the

environmental basis of play and learning, insurance issues, a poor understanding and lack

of training of children's needs and development, the lack of involvement of a wider

population during the process of designing and development of the project, and

constraints of time, money and energy. On the other hand, the evolution of W.E.Y. was

based on a process of changing environmental values and outdoor learning experiences

involving parents, teachers and the children.

The long-term study at W.E.Y. provided Moore with several conclusions, the most

important being that access to diverse outdoor environments is necessary for longJasting

learning experiences. Children expressed positive changes in their behavior and attitude

towards the environment and towards each other. They revealed that nature impacted on

how children related to one another more positively. They held that diversity in the

playground provided more.opportunities for play and learning. Increased motivation to

learn was perceived as an advantage. The constantly changing characteristics of the

natural resource settings promoted interaction with the children, and this was viewed as a

learning experience. Aesthetic and sensory qualities were important for their emotional

well-being. The children reported increased cooperation, improved behavior and a

decrease in aggression. Their participation in the process of design and building

promoted a sense of responsibility, of stewardship, and of pride. Most importantly,
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children perceived the improved environment as aplace where they themselves were

valued.

Special Places. Special People \¡/as a two-year research project initiated in 1990 and

sponsored jointly by Learning Through Landscapes, a charitable organrzation concerned

with all aspects of school grounds in the United Kingdom, and World Wide Fund for

Nature, an international environmental orgaruzation (Titman,1994). Children were

provided with the opportunity to voice their opinions about how they perceived their

school grounds, how they read the environmental elements as signifiers, and what

mattered to them in their environment. Titman (1994) reports that "the children had

common responses to particular signifiers because the messages and meanings were read

in a cultural context from which they formed an understanding of the place" (p 18)

According to the children's opinions, tarmac symbolized "hard and aggressive" play, and

a sense of how little the children were valued. Grass symbolized gentle game play and

natural things valued by children, providing endless possibilities for game playing. Trees

symbolized fun, climbing, challenge, aesthetics, and a sense of caring for living things.

Flowers symbolized aesthetic values. They were highly valued by children for their

sensory and stimulating qualities Mud and sand symbolized fun in its most fundamental

form - getting dirty and providing wonderful tactile experiences. Ponds symbolized care

by providing endless, diverse opporrunities for speculation, learning, and caring for living

things. Dens and the bushes from which they were made were the most highly valued

element as they provided eñdless opportunities for observation, privacy, security,

meditation, and creative fantasy play, while offering a sense of ownership of place.
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Interestingly, fixed play equipment symbolized a sense of having their play needs met,

albeit on a limited basis. Children enjoyed the sense of challenge and risk-taking, and

were aware of safety issues and the limitations ofthese structures. The equipment that

provided opportunities for manipulation and adaptation, and that which they had been

consulted about, was the most highly valued. Benches or seating in exposed areas were

not as highly valued as plaqes where children could sit 'in' for socialization, quiet play

and meditation. Children preferred to be outside at playtime, however this was usually

not allowed on rainy days. The provision of shelter from the elements signified to the

children that the school was meeting their needs.

Titman concluded that diversity for play and learning opportunities \¡/as crucial to the

children's perception of quality and value of the place. The appearance and quality of the

environment were important for the children because they felt that these factors

communicated messages about the quality of the school in general. They symbolically

represented the way that the school valued them, which in turn influenced their attitudes

and behavior. The children's feedback provided the researchers with essential clues as to

what they value in their outdoor environment. The children's perceptions of the quality of

those environments also provided crucial information about how they were valued by the

adults in their lives.
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2.6 Universal Design and Children,s Playgrounds

Universal Design - a term attributed to American Architect Ron Mace, AIA, during the

early 1970' s - is "an approach to design that incorporates products as well as building

features which, to the greatest extent possible, can be used by everyone" (Mace, as cited

in Ostrofl 200T, p 1.5) The universal design approach focuses on the inclusion of all

people, regardless of age, need or ability (Salmen, 1995). It advocates the provision of the

same or similar types of participatory opportunities for everyone. It strongly supports the

philosophy that access and integration are key to the overall play experience in children's

outdoor play areas. The provision of a variety of diverse opportunities enhances the

cognitive, physical, social and emotional experiences of all children, and subsequently,

their quality of life. Duttn"r, (1969) suggests that children with disabilities benefit from

the same play experiences as non-disabled children. However, they are often segregated

from participation with non-disabled children because of inaccessibility of play areas.

Goltsman and Driskell (1992) state that universal design "considers all degrees of sensory

awareness, all types of locomotion, and all levels of physical and intellectual functioning

when choosing a site, planning a building or scheduling a program. The key to universal

design is providing a diversity of design elements in the environment to meet the needs of

different ability levels" (p. Sa-85).

Steinfeld (1994) argues, "IJniversal design is different than accessible design. Accessible

design means products and'buildings that are accessible and usable by people with

disabilities. Universal design means products and buildings that are accessible and usable

by everyone, including people with disabilities, providing solutions that accommodate
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people with disabilities as well as the rest of the population" (p.1). Many professionals

who design children's play areas utllize the accessible design concept, in adding on or

retrofitting already existing features to accommodate disabled children, or design features

that segregate this population from the other non-disabled children. Most focus on the

disability, whereas design professionals using the universal design approach, focus on the

ability of the disabled child and on the integration and participation of all children.

The United States Supreme Court Decision of 1954, Brown vs. the Board of Education,

established that'separate is not equal.' Ostroff(2001) considers this precedent of equal

opportunity in education as a significant landmark that initiated an approach to design

that respects all users.

Historically in the United States accessible design was based on compliance with

building codes of the American National Standards Institute (ANSÐ. In the lgJO's,

people realized that the deS'ign of a space for a particular population did not necessarily

mean including all accessibility features for a 'public space' as long as it could be

modified, if required. This introduced the idea of adaptability, where the 'basic floor

space provided for movement and circulation for wheelchair users', but other features

could be 'moved, adapted or attached' as necessary.
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It was around this time that the nature of the aging population was gaining more attention

with designers in terms of future needs. The Transgenerational Design movement was

born, a significant influence on mass-production of products (Salmen, 1995, p. I-2).

In the 1980's, it became evident that a more holistic, integrated and enduring approach

was required that incorporated all of these trends. Salmen (1995) states that "People

wanted to easily find products and facilities that were perfect or easily modified to meet

their needs. Manufacturers and facility managers could appeal to a larger number of

clients and users with a less specialized facility or product. A universally designed

building needs less modification to meet the needs of the tenant, and a universally

designed product meets or can easily be adapted to meet the needs of a larger number of

potential purchasers." The universal design approach was recognized as a 'win-win'

solution (p.2).

With the introduction of the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) in 1990 came the

awareness of the significance of providing increased participatory opportunities for

everyone, including both disabled and non-disabled persons. The ADA is a civil rights

law that prohibits discrimination based on disability. Other countries followed suit. In

1992, Australia passed the Disability Discrimination Act, as did the United Kingdom in

1995. In 1993, the Act Concerning Support and Service for Persons with Certain

Functional Impairments and The Assistance Benefit Act were passed in Sweden. In 1998,

practicing under a decentralized system of decision-making, Sweden developed The
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Office of the Disability Ombudsman, which is responsible for the advocacy of people

with disabilities (Robb, 2001).

While Canadians have historically supported the rights of people with disabilities,

disability legislation similar to the ADA does not currently exist in Canada. The Charter

of Rights and Freedoms protects people from discrimination based on disability and is

said to be the first of its kind in the world. However, Ontario has recently revised the

ODA - Ontario Disability Act - (2001) to make financial provisions for accommodation

and employment incentives to persons with disabilities, especially for women and seniors

who are considered to be most at risk for a poor quality of life ( from the ODA Web site).

The Canadian Human Rights Act recognizes that persons with disabilities must have

access to premises, services and facilities. According to Ringaert, Canada has had

building codes that have regulated accessibility since 1985 (as cited in Robb, 2001).

Canada,like Sweden, addresses disability issues on a provincial and municipal level as

well as in private partnership.

Historically, there were no 'established criteria that defined usability in the universal

design approach. This was most often conveyed through visual presentations of examples

that featured certain aspects of the concept. Story (2001) suggests "While presentation of

these examples was helpful, it required audience members to interpret and analyze the

approach for themselves. It demanded substantial active involvement of listeners, and

required the presenter to offer a very large number and a very wide range of examples to

ensure that all aspects of the concept had been conveyed" (p. 10.a). This approach also

lacked universality in determining the issue of usability for a wide range of users, thus
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preventing a common means of evaluation for deficiencies and improvements to the

design.

Until recently in the United States, usability criteria were found only in accessibility

building codes, standards and guidelines such as the ADA - Americans With Disabilities

Act -guidelines. Story (2001) suggests, however, that these "existing standards provide

only minimum requirements to accommodate people with disabilities, they apply only to

specific products and environments, and fall substantially short of ideal conditions" (p.

10.4).

It was evident that a set of established and common guidelines was needed that defined

usability, essentially criteriá for universal design for all types of design. To this effect, a

study, called "studies to Further the Development of Universal Design Guidelines," was

initiated in 1994 running until 1997, by the Center for Universal Design in Raleigh, North

Carolina. One of the objectives of the study was to develop a set of universal design

guidelines. Ten experts on universal design made up the research committee. After

several drafts, the first version, 1. 1, was published in December 1995 . It included six

principles accompanied by a list of questions regarding use. The second version 2.0, was

published in 1997, and included the definitions of seven principles, each providing a

comprehensive set of guidelines to support it. According to Story, (2001), "the purpose of

the Principles of Universal Design and their associated guidelines is to articulate the

concept of universal design in a comprehensive \¡/ay." The principles reflect Story's

belief that "the basic universal design principles apply to all design disciplines, including

environments, products, and communication. The principles are intended to guide the
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design process, allow the systematic evaluation of designs, and assist in educating both

designers and consumers about the characteristics of more usable design solutions" (p.

10.6) The Universal Design Principles continue to be a work in progress and will be

fine-tuned and reissued as need and time permits. The principles are described in more

detail in section 2.9.

2.7 Current Opinions on How to Design Playgrounds

Research shows that playground designs which fail, do so for various reasons. Design

professionals often create environments based on their own worldviews and experiences.

According to Hart, "most people who care about child development know nothing about

design, and most people who design, know nothing about child development" (as cited in

Stine, 1997, p.9). Burkhour (2001) suggests that all children need opportunities that

foster socializing together, being physical together, and opportunities that children can

experience on their own. She stresses that design professionals impose their own ideas

about the needs and limitations of children with disabilities. She states "kids with

disabilities' skills, interests and preferences are as varied as any other kids. Don't assume

they can, caî't, or want to do certain things simply because they have a disability" (p 4).

Stine (1997) suggests that adults can learn about designing children's spaces by

examining their own childhood experiences. "As adults, we can all remember those

special places we created and enjoyed during our childhood, places that were significant
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because we loved to play there. In these child-created worlds, we experimented with

po\¡ier and control. Although children experience a sense of power in their specially

created environments, they spend a majority of time in spaces over which they have no

control" (p. 3).

Elements that define quality in children's outdoor spaces vary in the literature, but most

researchers agree that all children's experiences in the outdoor environment and their

subsequent perception of that environment, are key factors in this definition. Sebba,

Cooper-Marcus and others (1991) conclude that physical characteristics and the

psychological and ecological impact of those characteristics on the children are crucial to

their experiences within that environment.

Titman (1994) offers specific suggestions for improved quality in children's outdoor

environments: aesthetics, comfort from the natural elements during the different seasons,

diversity, variety and manipulation, the provision of fixed play equipment, and

opportunities for participation and involvement by all children. She states that one way of

identifying the issues of quality is to ask, as one child did in their research, "Would you

come here if you didn't have to?" (p. 107).

Moore (1989) identifies environmental diversity as an ecological measure of quality that

facilitates fun and play, and provides an endless range of opportunities for learning,

socializing and for emotional and physical growth. He argues that the contemporary

environmental design of children's spaces often neglects the use of natural resources,

such as soil, vegetation and water, which further enhance the playing and learning
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oppoúlnities, and subsequently, the quality of the space. In addition, "the need to

accommodate different learning styles and abilities is a more subtle version of the same

issue of creating sufficiently diverse settings to meet the needs of all types of children.

Well-rounded social and emotional development is best supported in diverse settings

outside the classroom" 1p. )Oe¡.

If children and adults were asked to describe the appearance of their ideal playground, the

two versions would most likely be drastically different. Goltsman (1994) suggests that

"play environments should be totally unfinished. They should be constantly changing,

depending on the next group of kids who come through and make it different for the

children who come after them. That's something most park managers cannot handle,

because they want clean edges. Good children's environments are messy" (as cited in

Lecesse, 1994).

Moore (1989) also believes that playground environments should be changeable and

should provide opportunities for manipulation. He suggests that playground spaces often

neglect the provision of such important variables as elements ofthe natural environment,

creative built forms other than traditional play structures, places for refuge, for discovery,

for creativity, for quiet play or observation, elements for the physical manipulation of

loose parts, as in adventure playgrounds. If they do, they often do not accommodate all

types of children.

Mark Francis, ASLA believes that providing opportunities for children as well as adults

in the outdoor play environment enhances their experience. He suggests that we need to
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consider the adults when we design outdoor play environments. He argues that "suburbia

shackles children in structured activities while robbing them of creative, 'naturalistic'

play in areas like creeks and lots. One problem is that many playgrounds are boring for

adults. There are few places where you're encouraged to interact with the child. The

opportunities for learning are limited. As designers, we need to go beyond playgrounds.

We need to include opportunities for unstructured activities in our programs for design

and management" (as cited in Lecesse, T994).

Johansson (1999) agrees with this argument. She suggests that " aplayground is really a

neighborhood place. It', u plu.. where parents and caretakers of whatever kind can be

comfortable, meet neighbors - where they go because they're having a good time, too"

(as cited in Vanderbuilt, p. 134). She also notes that one of the strengths of having a niche

such as playgrounds is that it makes one more attuned to the needs of specialized users,

and thus more attuned to needs in general. "'When they had wheelchair ramps cut into the

sidewalks, I realized right away that was good for a lot of people - mothers with strollers,

kids on roller skates" (as cited in Vanderbuilt, p. 135). The universal design approach

plays an integral role in her philosophy of design.

Dattner (1977), an award-winning American design professional, has been a strong

advocate for disabled children for several decades. In the process ofcreating playgrounds

for these children, he has had extensive opportunity for studying their play. He stresses

that their play patterns are the same as those of non-disabled children. Dattner (1971)

suggests that " children with special problems need specially designed playgrounds, but

their essential requirements are the same as those of normal children. The environment in
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which they play must respond to that part of them which is healthy and capable, with

help, of growth and development" (p. 60). He argues that in design for all playgrounds,

there are two essential requirements: the provision of a variety of experiences in the play

environment, and for the child to have some degree of control in those experiences. He

suggests that: "the three goals of physical rehabilitation are to arrest the deterioration of

existing abilities; to strengthen skills that are imperfectly developed but capable of further

growth, and to provide alternate, compensatory skills to replace those that are lacking or

irreparably damaged" (p. 6a) He considers it essentialthat a playground provides a series

of challenges, ranging in gradual degrees of difficulty. He proposes that children should

be allowed to take risks and that learning about disappointment and pain by trial and error

is a natural life process. He argues that this process is especially important for disabled

children who are consistently shielded in order to prevent injury.

Goltsman (2001) is an American design professional who was involved in the

development of the Universal Design principles and guidelines. She argues that a

universally designed play area promotes the integration of all children, with and without

disabilities, and consists of a "range of settings layered onto a site." It should include one

or more of the following elements: entrances, pathways, fences and enclosures, signage,

play equipment, game areas, land forms and topography, trees and vegetation, gardens,

animal habitats, water play, sand play, loose pafts, gathering places, stage areas, storage,

and ground covering and safety surfacing. She emphasizes that diversity of the play

setting and a variety of opportunities within the setting are key to integration and access.

The progression of challenge of both physical and mental skills, access to social
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experiences, and social diversity define play areas for all children.

Interaction by all children is facilitated in many ways. Each play activity area is made

accessible by a connecting route. Accessible play equipment is incorporated within the

site, as are activities requiring different levels of challenge. This allows all children to be

where the action is, and provides choices and opportunity for participation and

interaction. Same or similar play experiences are provided on both ground and elevated

components with appropriate access points. While raised sand areas ensure accessibility,

Goltsman suggests that thoplay experience is much more limited than the 'full-body'

experience, made accessible by transfer systems. Social gathering places provide

accessible seating. Goltsman states that it is not always possible for everyone to have

physical access to each play area. She stresses, however, that the "social experience must

be accessible to everyone," in order to facilitate interaction and socialization (p. 19.2).

Safety guidelines are emphasized. Figure 4 shows an illustration of a universally

designed playground.
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Figure 4 Universally designed playground (Goltsman, 2001,p.I9.2)

The following case study describes how Goltsman and her partners applied all of these

elements in the development of a playground for all children. It also examines the process

of the universal design of play environments. Moore, Iacofano and Goltsman, editors of

Play For All: Guidelines in Planning. Design and Management of Outdoor Play Settings

For All Children are also partners in the planning and design firm of Moore Iacofano

Goltsman in Berkeley, California. In 1980, they founded PLAE, Inc. - Play and Learning

in Adaptable Environments - which sponsors child-related projects focusing on the

environment and on the integration of all children, including Play For All.

The study site, Ibach Park, a twenty-acre neighborhood park owned by the City of

Tualatin, in Oregon, United States, was designed and completed in 1996. The three-

quarter-acre play area reflects the archaeological context of Tualatin, and is considered a

typical Moore, Iacofano, and Goltsman project for th¡ee reasons:
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1) the local community was involved in the development of the design,

2) the integration of all children with different abilities is a key element in the

design, and

3) the goal of the play areawas to design an environment that fostered physical,

social, and intellectual development for all children.

Public meetings and workshops \¡/ere held, and consultation with maintenance personnel

led to the development of the interpretive design concept, programming and goals that

included "safety, security, accessibility, environmental preservation and education, and

ease of maintenance." The design is symbolic of the significant historical periods of the

area and it is experiential in nature, promoting interaction with the environment, and re-

enactment of the past. Three significant historic periods - the Prehistory area, the Native

American area and the Early European Settler area -are represented in the play area

design. Preschool and school age children, with and without disabilities, were targeted,

and the design features enhance "equal access to integrated play opportunities"

(Goltsman, 2001, p. 19.12)

Children can dig around an archaeological site in the Prehistory area and uncover fossil

rocks and fern prints, thus learning about history and the natural world. The sense of

discovery is further enhanced with a giant mastodon rib cage, which also serves as a

climbing structure. A missiirg rib allows wheelchair access. Children can experiment with

their musical abilities on a circle of drums in the Native American area. The drums are

located at different heights allowing the children to sit or stand. Children can experience
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how the Native Americans hunted for food in wheelchair accessible dug out canoes. Log

cabin-style playhouses in the Early European area allow the children to learn about the

early settlers. The swing area allows visual access to the play environment. Safety

surfacing provides access and bucket swings are available for children with disabilities.

The Tualatin River, which ìs represented by a real watercourse and blue synthetic safety

surfacing, runs throughout the entire play area.It symbolizes the historic impact on the

settlers and their environment. It flows into the riverbed with different elevations that

allow wheelchair use for water play. Goltsman suggests that "the final design for the

Ibach Park play area symbolizes the collective memory of generations of Tualatin

inhabitants. What makes this area unique is the translation of history into an interactive

educational resource, providing play and learning opportunities through direct interaction

with the natural and built environments. This results in diversity of play opportunities and

environments that allow children of all abilities to discover, learn and have fun" (p.

19.T4). Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the concept of universal design in the Ibach Park play
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Figure 5 "A playground in Tualatin, Oregon incorporates

region's history to create a special place for child¡en."

(Goltsman, 1997, p. 28)

Figure 6 "Water element, rib cage

and sand play at Ibach Park. The

transfer plaform (left) & missing

mastodon rib (right) facilitate access."

(Goltsman, 2001, p. 19.14)

Burkhour (2001), a consultant and accessibility specialist, provides important information

regarding play activities and children with disabilities. She suggests that even though

children with disabilities have the same desires and needs for play as non-disabled

children, these needs are sometimes specialized and this requires thoughtful planning in

order to ensure their sense of security and safety while playing with able-bodied children.

Some children with disabilities use assistive mobility devices like walkers, crutches,

canes, and wheelchairs for mobility purposes. Some wheelchair users also walk, crawl, or

scoot along without their chairs, some are dependent on them completely and need

assistance from adults to move around. Some children who use crutches, walkers or canes
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prefer to use their assistive.mobility device when crawling or scooting along on play

components or in areas where other children are active or walking. Some wheelchair

users prefer to remain in their wheelchairs rather than scooting or crawling in areas where

other children are walking or climbing. Some children may not have the strength or skills

to move around independently. Sometimes the desired play experience is not worth the

effort necessary to reach their destination without some support. Sometimes it may just

not be "cool" to be crawling or scooting where other children are walking.

Burkhour (2001) further recommends choosing play components that are experiential in

nature while in a wheelchair or using an assistive mobility device. Children need to have

play experiences available while in their wheelchair and need unobstructed access to their

play destinations. AII childfen should have the opportunity to move from one area or

level together in the same way, like "scootching" through a crawl tube. Children need

opportunities that foster socializing together, being physical together, and opportunities

that children can experience on their own. Burkhour stresses that variety is important for

all children in order to meet the broad scope of their interests and abilities. It is essential

for ground level play components. She specifies that one of each type of play component

should be accessible. If there is only one of a certain type, that one ought to be accessible.

Carr (1997) recommends that program development for children is best accomplished

through observation of children at play, both individually and in groups. This assists in

understanding their interests, accomplishments and frustrations (from the Canadian

Federation Childcare Web site). There is much that design professionals can learn about

children through observations of their spontaneous play, how they feel about themselves,
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about their environment, about people around them, in essence, their worldview. But

when we allow children to voice their interpretations of their play and actions, we can

appreciate what it is that they are attempting to communicate. When we make

psychological and behavioral assessments based on observation only, we impose our o\iln

worldview and definition on what it is that the children are expressing and what their

needs are, thus robbing them of their insights and knowledge, and their power to facilitate

change.

Goltsman (1994) suggests that in the process of involving children as clients, design

professionals need to be clear about their roles and use caution in interpreting what

children are telling us. Her experience in working with children has taught her that you

cannot always take children's ideas literally, because they can sometimes be based on

imagery of the latest fad, for example, movies. The responsibility of the design

professional is to take children's ideas and develop them into opportunities (as cited in

Leccese). 
:

Thomsen (1983) argues that designers often do not incorporate programs for seasonal

use. We do not teach our children to live harmoniously with our variety of seasons, and

playground designs reflect this. Many adults find Canadian winters especially difficult.

Consequently, we teach children to endure it and to tolerate it. He suggests this season

offers many exciting opportunities for play, such as snow sculpting, and for learning

about winter ecology. Hart (1974) agrees with this. He suggests that outdoor activity is

dependent on wind and temperature. Although it decreases in the winter, children play
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outside equally in summer and winter on sunny days. Winter provides opportunities for
:

creativity in building forts, houses, tunnels and sled runs.

2.8 Post-Occupancy Evaluations, Universal Design and Children's Playgrounds

Historically, marketing strategies for the manufacture of products and buildings have

often been supply-driven, with little regard for the consumer's needs. For example, a

product was designed and developed, and then the marketing objectives would focus on

strategies to sell it to the consumer. Preiser (2001) argues that the current economy is

more and more concerned with the consumer's feedback regarding quality and need. He

also argues that existing environments provide valuable models for new designs, and that

designers are not making enough use of these resources. He further suggests that

"criteria for universally designed products and environments should be based on
the evaluation of existing ones and modified as necessary. The crucial point in
every evaluation is the problem of what to compare the findings to, the question
of what matters to users. An evaluation should be administered in such a way as

to detect fits and misfits, degree of user satisfaction, and levels of building
performance" (p.9.2).

Preiser (2001) proposes that although a built environment differs from a product in that it

is constantly changing, the same process should apply with the built environment in the

field of universal design. The built-in evaluation costs should be a standard feature in the

initial design costing process of the built environment. He argues that at the present time,

this is too often ignored, as a result of cost constraints and poor future planning, when,

ultimately, it would lead to more successful design and better user-oriented solutions.
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Lynch (1984) argues that in user studies for site planning, we should pay most attention

to those who are most exposed to the environment, interact with it most often, and are the

most closely connected with it. Preiser (2001) argues that the designers' clients are often

not the actual users of the environment they design. User groups often have minimal

opportunity to provide feedback on designs built specifically for them. Even though

valuable information may be gained from users about their particular needs, design

professionals often fail to include potential users in the design and programming process.

Ringaert, (2001) the Director of the Universal Design Institute in Winnipeg, Manitoba

argues that this applies to people with disabilities as well. She suggests that this

population, which deals with the challenges of the built environment on a day-to-day

basis, has the knowledge and experience that qualify them as "user/experts" in universal

design.

According to Preiser (2001) "universal design evaluation is the process of systematically

comparing the actual performance of universally designed products, buildings, places,

and systems with explicitly documented criteria for their expected performances" (p. 9.8).

It is based on the Post-Occupancy Evaluation process model by Preiser, Rabinowetz and

White. Preiser argues that the POE should not be considered "the end phase" of a project,

but rather, should be "an integral part" of the whole process of design and building.

Preiser identifies three levels of effort and the steps involved that can be part of the

process of a POE:

1) "Indicative POE's give an indication of major strengths and weaknesses of a
particular building's performance. They usually consist of selected interviews
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with knowledgeable informants, as well as a subsequent walk-through of the
facility.

2) Investigative POE's go into more depth and gather more data from increased
interviews and surveys. They are based on objective evaluation criteria that are
explicitly stated either in the functional program of the facility, or that have been
compiled from guidelines, performance standards, and published literature on a
given building type.

3) Diagnostic POE's correlate physical environment measures with subjective
occupant response measures" (2001, p. 9.11).

Preiser (2001) concludes that the "most important benefit of a POE is its positive

influence upon the delivery of humane and appropriate environments for people through

improvements of the programming and planning of buildings" (p.9.I2).

Corry (2001) argues that a post-occupancy evaluation increases the involvement of

design professionals in the life of the building or environment. It raises their awareness of

user needs and interests and, in turn, allows them to apply their knowledge to future

projects. She proposes that user involvement is key to an effective post-occupancy

evaluation.

The following ongoing study in the United States provides an example in the process of

user participation in a post-occupancy evaluation of a universally designed playground. It

was initiated by the National Center on Accessibility at Indiana University in 2001.

Robb, the current director of the NCA describes it as "an organrzation committed to the

full participation in parks, recreation and tourism by people with disabilities. Through

education, technical assistance and research solutions, the NCA is committed to

providing responsive, reliable and comprehensive services resulting in the development

of knowledge, awareness, skills and ultimately, action" (from the NCA Web site, 2001).
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One of the study sites, the Sunset Knowl playground in Lombard, Illinois was designed in

consultation with Cindy Burkhour, an Inclusive Recreation Consultant. Burkhour was

involved with the planning and design of the NCA playground study and has served on

the U.S. Access Board Regulatory Committees on Access to Play Facilities and Access to

Outdoor Developed Areas @urkhour, 2001).

The playground itself was designed using minimal accessibility guidelines - American

With Disabilities Accessibility Guidelines - set forrh by the U.S. Access Board.

Children with physical disabilities who use mobility assistive devices, their parents, their

non-disabled siblings and friends, were invited to participate in the research at the Sunset

Knowl Park. These included:

1) children with physical disabilities, who use assistive devices for mobility

such as wheelchairs, crutches, walkers, braces and others

2) are aged between five to twelve years

3) their sisters, brothers or friends who do not have disabilities

The study investigated what children with disabilities and their families thought about

what makes a playground accessible. Researchers wanted to identify whether the

minimum accessibility standards in this park actually facilitated fun, participation,

inclusion and socialization of children with disabilities. Key issues for the survey

included:

1) what makes a playground accessible to children with disabilities
2) what things do children choose to play on
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3) if transfer systems work as away to access elevated play structures
4) what play components are accessible to and usable by children with disabilities.

A subject data form, comprised of twenty questions, was completed with each subject.
Some of the questions included:

1) which toys did you like best on this playground?
2) were there any toys that you wanted to play on that you could not?
3) were there any toys you could not get on or in to play with?
4) were there any toys you could not reach to play with?
5) why could you not reach, get on or in to the _?
6) who do you usually like to play with on the playground?
7) why do you like to play with them?
8) this playground would be more fun for me if... ...
9) what do you think we could do to make this playground easier for you to use?

:

An observation form was completed while observing each subject at play, with emphasis

on the following:

l) level of frustration using play equipment
2) obstacles observed
3) who played with subject on this equipment
4) did family members help the subject to access the equipment

A photo sheet with images of each piece of equipment was introduced to each child in

order to get their perspectives after playing on the equipment. Various facial expressions

on a Smiley Face scale assisted the children in rating their 'fun' on the playground.

At the present time the *a.O study has not yet been completed. The researchers were

expecting to continue with data collection in Chicago, Illinois in the spring of 2002.
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2.9 Current Guidelines and Laws for Accessibility and Safety

The Saskatchewan Human Rights Code (1998) and the Canadian Human Rights Act

(1985) recogruze that persons with disabilities must have access to premises, services and

facilities. Both promote anå protect an individual's dignity and equal rights. The

Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission enforces these rights. The Charter of Rights

and Freedoms protects people from discrimination based on disability.

The American with Disabilities Act is a civil law that prohibits discrimination against

persons with disabilities. Recreational facilities including children's play areas are

required to comply with the ADA. In 2001, the Architectural and Transportation Barriers

Compliance Board - referred to as the U.S. Access board - developed accessibility

guidelines for newly constructed and altered play areas - ADAAG for Play A¡eas - as a

supplement to the ADA Accessibility Guidelines. Once these guidelines are adopted by

the Department of Justice, all play areas covered by the ADA will be required to comply

(U.S. Access Board). Goltsman (2001) describes them as one of the first of their kind in

providing a comprehensive set of criteria for a "minimum level of accessibility" required

in the construction and alteration of play areas covered by the Americans with

Disabilities Act (ADA). "These guidelines ensure that children with disabilities have

access to the diversity of components provided in a play area, and stress equal or similar

opportunities of participation" (from the U.S. Access Board Web site, 2000).
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Guidelines and criteria have recently been developed in the U.S. that address more

specific issues regarding outdoor play spaces for all children. The ADA and the

Consumer Product Safety Commission Guidelines played an important role in the

development of these guidelines which can be found in Play For All: Guidelines in

Planning. Design and Management of Outdoor Play Settings For All Children (Moore,

Iacofano and Goltsman, 1997). These guidelines are based on the universal design

premise and make the following assumptions:

1) "All children have a right to play. Play is a process by which children learn. Good
quality play opportunities have a significant impact on child development.

2) The type, quality and diversity of children's play settings directly affect the type,
quality and diversity of children's play.

3) The type, quality and diversity of the social setting directly affects play value.
4) Children with physical, mental, emotional and social disabilities have an equal

right to play opportunities.
5) Integration of children with different abilities is based on the concept of

accessibility, which relates to both the physical and social environments.
6) The quality of settings and their play value are severely threatened by liability

costs and the th¡eat of suit" (p. xi-xii).

Currently, no such guidelines exist in Canada. Accessibility guidelines are not addressed

in the Canadian Standards Association which make recommendations for safety in

children's outdoor play spaces.

Safe Kids Canada (2000) report that,

"each year more than twenty eight thousand children in Canada are treated by
hospitals for playground injuries. Eighteen playground deaths have been reported
since 1982. Seventeen of these deaths were due to strangulation when
drawstrings, skipping ropes, scarves, or loose clothing became entangled in
playground equipment or fences, or when a child wearing a bike helmet got his
head trapped in an opening in playground equipment. The other death was the
result of a head fracture. Falls account for almost three quarters of all playground
injuries. Most falls involved climbers, slides or swings. Five to nine year olds are
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the most frequently injured age group on playgrounds. This is most likely because
they are risk takers. They are able toplay at gieater heights but lack a sense of
danger. A typical injury for this age group is a fracture from a fall. Home
playground injuries represent twenty percent of all playground injuries" (from the
safekidscanada Web site).

These statistics have been instrumental in the revision of Canadian Standards of

Playground Safety, making many existing playgrounds unsafe and obsolete. The

Canadian Standards Association (CSA) has developed a standard for pubtic playspaces

and equipment designed to provide requirements to help improve safety of playgrounds.

Children's Playspaces and Equipment (CAN/CSA-2614-98) refers to public play spaces

and equipment intended for children aged eighteen months to twelve years and covers

such equipment as seesa\ils, slides, log rolls, climbers, track rides and swings. Developed

by volunteer committees from groups such as SAFE KIDS Canada, the Consumers

Association of Canada, the Canadian Parks and Recreation Association of Canada, and

Health Canada, this standard refers to new equipment and to play spaces that are being

retrofitted.

As is the case with all CSA standards, compliance with this standard is voluntary, unless

it is mandated in legislation or enforced by regulatory authorities. Although the standard

as it is written, "does not require existing playgrounds to be dismantled, regulators can

adapt and implement a CSA standard as they see fit"(CSA, 2000). Some jurisdictions are

requiring day care centres, schools and playgrounds to upgrade existing facilities to this

standard. Some are dismantling and removing the equipment. These actions "have arisen

for two reasons: first, some playground improvements can be costly, and the regulating

authority, i.e. school boards, often have not attached any new funding to this policy.
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Secondly, insurance companies have directed them to remove below standard equipment

because they are concerned about liability in the event of an injury on the playground"

(from the safekidscanada Web site, 2000).

Moore, Iacofano and Goltsman(T997) suggest that "the object of proper risk

management is to ensure that hurt, injury or accident is prevented; not to eliminate risk,

but to reduce the potential for negative consequences to acceptable levels. Without taking

risks, children cannot learn to their full potential. Settings must challenge them to take

risks without being ha"a.dàus" (p. B$.SAFE KIDS Canada (2000) reports that while

proper surfacing can reduce the risk of injury if a child falls, supervision helps to prevent

falls. More than twenty eight percent of parents of children under five do not provide

close supervision in the playground.

The various responses to the newly revised CSA standard for playground safety have

sparked a debate about such issues as: adult perception of the ideal child environment

being driven by safety; maintenance and liability, society placing a monetary value on

children's play, and removing risk from children's play. Evidently, many different issues

need to be addressed when considering safety. The experts agree that it is only by taking

risks that children realize their full potential. 'We 
need to reexamine the causes of injuries

on playgrounds. We may discover that education may be more effective in keeping

children safe than removing all elements of risk.

In 1980 when the Kinsmen Play Village was designed, the literature available in Canada

regarding safety and accessibility guidelines for children's playgrounds was limited. The
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Recreation Council for the Disabled in Nova Scotia (T977) suggested the following

elements should be included in order to make playgrounds more accessible to children

with disabilities:

l) elevated sand and water play boxes for use by children in wheelchairs
2)hard surfaced walkways connecting different play areas to each other, and
3 ) wheelchair accessible washroom facilities.

The designers used a "common sense approach" when designing for safety. They relied

on the manufacturers of the play equipment to ensure quality and safety in the play

equipment. The level of accessibility - "access reasonable without exceptional action" -

was determined by the budget for the overall design and construction. The circulation

system provided access to every piece of equipment, some of which was specifically

designed for children with mobility disabilities, e.g. sympathetic swing. As the CSA

standards evolved, part of the pathway system was dismantled and the equipment used by

children with mobility disabilities was removed due to safety concerns.

CONCLUSION

The literature strongly supports the correlation between childhood play and social,

intellectual, emotional and physical development. It recognizes that the outdoor

environment contributes to and facilitates childhood development. Many experts agree

that the quality of children's experiences in an environment is directly related to the

degree of diversity within that environment. Diversity within the play setting and a

variety of play opportunities within that setting provide motivation for learning,
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practising skills, and for intellectual, social, emotional and physical growth. Research

studies show that children report that these are essential in outdoor play areas. These are

the elements that define play areas for all children and are fundamental to integration and

access in universally designed outdoor play spaces. When we incorporate these

characteristics in outdoor play areas, we acknowledge that children of all types of

intellectual, physical, social and emotional ability have different needs.

:

We lack comprehensive research regarding the evaluation of children's outdoor play

environments. The research is almost non-existent regarding the process of involving

children and their families as users in the process of designing and evaluating spaces that

are built specifically for them. A post-occupancy evaluation from a universal design

perspective addresses the needs of all users, regardless of age or ability. Experts suggest

that design professionals who utilize the universal design approach identify that the

process is more significant than the end product. They also strongly advocate user

involvement as the key to successful design. In spite of this, even less attention has been

given to the involvement of children with disabilities and their families as participants in

universal design and evaluation. Of further interest are the implications of the outdoor

environment and the well being of children with disabilities. Children with disabilities

have the same need for play and learning as non-disabled children do. However, children

with disabilities do not equal opportunity to interact with their environments and are

often excluded from the same experiences that non-disabled children enjoy. More

information is needed that examines the impact of this loss. There is a need to explore
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ways of incorporating their voices in the process of design and to accommodate their

needs in order to prevent eiclusion from the experiences that facilitate normal childhood

development. As a result of the lack of study in this area, this thesis was undertaken to

expand the knowledge base in the design and evaluation of durable children's outdoor

play spaces, those that foster a sense of participation and excitement for all types of

children and their families.
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3. METHODOLOGY
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The Kinsmen Play Village ín Saskatoon, Saskatchewan was selected as the study site for

several reasons. The Play Village is a small piece of the Kinsmen Park, which is located

in the central area of the city. Kinsmen Park is heavily utilized by local families as well

as by tourists. It is named for a local service club, the Saskatoon Kinsmen Club, which is

widely recognized for its support for people with disabilities, and its significant

contribution to the construction of the Kinsmen Play Village. The Play Village is a well-

established and popular playground that was constructed in 1983. Most importantly, it

was the first of its kind in Saskatoon that made provisions for accessibility for children

with mobility disabilities. Evaluations examining user satisfaction had never been

completed at the Play Village. The purpose of the study was to identify if the playground

was successful in addressing the needs of children with mobility disabilities and their

families as outlined in the intent of the original design, and if these children and their

families were actually using the playground.

"Although the Play Village was designed primarily for healthy, able-bodied children,

consideration was given to barrier-free design to accommodate children with physical,

perceptual, social and intellectual disabilities. It was felt that a significant percentage of

the play needs of the disabled child could be incorporated into the development by

careful consideration of the organrzation of play areas and play equipment, diversity and

safety of play equipment, and provision of access to play areas. Since a'special' area for

disabled children was considered inappropriate and 'professional' supervision was not

available, the Play Village is limited to able-bodied children and those children whose

disabilities are not so severe as to prevent them from utilizing modified and accessible
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equipment" (Crosby, 1985, p 2).

The components of the methodology were completed over an eight-month period

beginning in September of 2001. The approach to the study focused on an investigative

post-occupancy evaluation,from a universal design perspective in order to identify the

needs of all children, regardless of ability, and their families. An investigative post-

occupancy evaluation measures "objective evaluation criteria that are explicitly stated

either in the functional program of the facility, or they have been compiled from

guidelines, performance standards, and published literature on a given building type"

(Preiser, 2001, p. 9.1 1).

After the goals and objectives were identified, a package of documents intended for the

completion of the user interviews and focus group was completed and sent to the Ethics

Committee for approval. A complete list of these documents can be found in the

appendices on page 76. An'interview with the designer - Senior Landscape Architect and

Prime Consultant of the firm responsible for the overall project design and construction -

was conducted regarding the history, intent of the design and evolution of the Play

Village. Historical site development, layout and grading plans were reviewed. A walk-

through of the Play Village was completed with an associate of the firm. Original design

intent and subsequent changes were addressed. The process of finding user participants

for the study - children with mobility disabilities and their families, and key informants -

was then initiated. Various agencies, which provide services to children with mobility
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disabilities and their families, were contacted for assistance in the recruitment of

participants. Seven key informants who were involved in the design and management of

the Play Village were identified and contacted. The author conducted interviews with

four families including the children, their siblings and parents at the Play Village in the

springtime of 2002 when the weather permitted. Two families were interviewed

separately and a focus group was conducted with the other two families. They were asked

about the characteristics of the playground that successfully addressed their needs and the

changes they felt were required. After the interviews \¡/ere completed, the author made

observations of the children, siblings and parents using the various play areas of the Play

Village, noting which areas were used, the difficulties experienced and the interactions

among the family members.

The author conducted individual interviews with the key informants at their respective

offices. They were asked questions about the evolution of the Play Village and how it

curently addresses the needs of the children with mobility disabilities and their families.

Confidentiality was maintained by securing all the information in a locked cabinet.

Existing user studies were examined. Analyses based on the universal design guidelines,

safety guidelines and accessibility guidelines for play spaces were completed. A review

of the literature was compiled.
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The following methods were used to carry out the study. They include

1) Literature Review

In order to identify the needs of all children in outdoor play environments, an

examination of the relationship between play and childhood development was required,

including how this relates to children with mobility disabilities. The historical

development of playgrounds needed to be examined in order to identify the general

elements that define durable and successful playgrounds for children as well as the design

professional's role in the design process. It was felt that an investigation into the concept

of universal design and children's playgrounds would facilitate a greater understanding

about how all children's needs are best addressed in playgrounds. This knowledge base

required further expansion and the research findings of some experts on children's

playgrounds were explored. Finally, a review of post-occupancy evaluations formed the

basis from which the methodology in the evaluation of playgrounds was developed.

2) Interview with the Designer

An interview with the designer was conducted in order to better understand the original

design intent and the process involved in the development of the Play Village. He was

asked about the target population and one group in particular - children with mobility

disabilities - and how the original and current designs accommodated this population. He

was asked about the changes implemented in the evolution of the Play Village and the

roles of various interest groups, design professionals and City of Saskatoon officials.
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3) Examination of Existing User Studies \

Information compiled by the Leisure Services Department of the City of Saskatoon was

examined. This Department is responsible for the management and programming of the

Kinsmen Play Village. The lifeguard staffresponsible for the Water Play area - the pool

and spray features component - compiles data for a summary site report every sutnmer.

These summaries are based on verbal inquiries and observations. They provide

information about:

i) the demographics and residence of the users of the Play Village: age groups,

who is using the site, how they are distributed in proximity to the Kinsmen

Park,

behavioural patterns ofthe users and parents and

safety issues.

iÐ

iiD

4) General Site Analysis

The site analysis for this study was based on the interelationship between the site and the

purpose for which it was to be used. The site was evaluated according to its suitability

and limitations. The Kinsmen Play Vllage has already been designed for a particular

purpose and is currently undergoing further construction in order to meet more current

safety guidelines, for more suitable play equipment for children under the age of nine, for

adult viewing. The site was examined during a walkthrough with the Landscape Architect

responsible for the current upgrade design and committee liaison for the Play Village.

Material was referenced, e.g. historical development, site development, layout, planting,
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grading, site plans, etc. The general site analysis of the Play Village examined general

issues of the Play Village as a separate play space, and in relation to the larger site, the

Kinsmen Park, i.e.

Ð the nature, size, ecological characteristics, purpose, and location of the

Kinsmen Park

ii) the existing and complementary facilities of the Kinsmen Park in relation to

the Play Village

iiÐ the nature, size, purpose, and targeted consumer population of the play

Village

iv) the location and relationship of the Play Village to other features in the

Kinsmen Park

v) seasonal use :

vi) programming, hours of supervision, fee for use

vii) management, maintenance, and safety issues

viii) types of play features

ix) types of materials used. natural, constructed

x) topography of the site and its surrounding areas, vegetation

xi) access: how the site is accessed: pedestrians, car, public transport, parking.
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5) Analysis based on the Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for

Play Areas, the CSA Safety Standards for Play Spaces and Equipment and on the seven

Principals of Universal Design.

The various play areas of the Play Village were assessed regarding the issues of

accessibility, usability and inclusion based on ATìAAG (American With Disabilities

Accessibility Guidelines) for Play Areas, the CSA Safety Standards for Play Spaces and

Equipment, the seven Principles of Universal Design (equitable use, flexibility in use,

simple and intuitive use, perceptible information, tolerance for error, low physical effort,

size and space for approach and use) and associated guidelines of the key elements as

well as other components (') that the author felt were important but were not found in the

safety or accessibility guidelines or in the seven principles. It addressed, but was not

limited to, the following issues:

Ð accessibility - entrance, seating and observation, facilities - washrooms,

drinking fountains

iÐ circulation - how the site is accessed in terms of pathways in and around the

site, how the play components are accessed, slopes, ramps, etc.

iiÐ ground surface materials used for pathways and ground surfaces in and around

the site and the play components

. space usage, quality of maintenance, appearance

signage, user friendliness

measurements to evaluate accessibility to the play components designed with

inclusion in mind, i.e. raised sand-play area, and safety issues, i.e. handrails

iv)

v)

vi)
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vii) . microclimatic features - sun, shade, wind, shelter

viii) . opportunities for interaction, and for similar or equal play

ix) description of play components/areas and accessibility issues, . diversity of

play opportunities, simplicity and use of play components/areas based on

different abilities, age and development

Ð safety issues

6) Analysis of User Satisfaction and Site Performance - Key Informant Interviews,

Family Focus Groups and Interviews by the Author

User participation is critical to a successful post-occupancy evaluation. It was therefore

considered essential to involve users in the evaluation of the Play Village. This allowed

for different perspectives on how the Play Village works and on what changes are

needed. The users interviewed by the author include key informants involved in the

evolution of the Kinsmen Play Vllage and a group of five to ten year old male and

female children who are, or have been, users of the Play Village and who have permanent

mobility disabilities, and their siblings and families. These groups are described in the

following sections.

a) Individual, Structured Interviews by the Author with Key Informants

Individual, structured interviews with key informants involved in the evolution of the

Kinsmen Play Village \¡/ere completed at their respective offices. The average time spent

for the interviews was fwenty-four minutes. Some of the key informants were members
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of the original committee for the concept and design development of the Play Village.

Some have continued involvement through consultation, management, maintenance,

programming and general operation (capital improvements and upgrades) of the Play

Village. The objective of these interviews was to gather information about the Kinsmen

Play Village, focusing on one element of the targeted consumer population - children

with mobility disabilities - regarding rhe following issues:

Ð original intent of the design

ii) targeted consumer population of the Play Village

iiÐ existing guidelines for children's playgrounds at the time of the design of the

Play Village

irr) accessibility, urâbiliry and integration for all children, from initial concept to

current conditions of the Play Village

v) changes that have occurred in the Play Village since its initial development

vi) whether children with mobility disabilities are actively using the Play Village

vii) whether the current Play Village design is appropriately addressing their needs

in terms of accessibility, usability and integration

viii) what needs to be changed

Key informants were contacted by telephone. An information package was distributed to

the key informants. These included:

Ð APPENDIX A: INFORMATION ABOUT THE STUDY

iÐ APPENDIX J: LETTER OF INTRODUCTION TO KEY INFORMANTS

iiÐ APPENDIX K: DEMOGRAPHICIINFORMATION SIIEET FORKEY INFORMANTS
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APPENDIX L: CONSENT OF KEY INFORMANT TO PARTICIPATE IN STUDY

APPENDIX M: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR USER GROUPS: (KEY

INFORMANTS AND CHILDREN AND TIIEIR FAMILIES)

Upon receiving consent to interview, appointments were scheduled. The author recorded

with an audio recorder and then transcribed the interviews. The responses were collated

according to each interview question. Main issues and themes were identified.

The key informants interviéwed included:

Ð Manager, Senior Landscape Architect from the Saskatoon-based Landscape

A¡chitecture and Planning firm of Crosby Hanna and Associates - formerly

Hilderman Witty Crosby Hanna and Associates - and Prime Consultant for the

overall project design and administration of construction contracts for the Play

Village. Length of time in current position - twenty-five years.

iÐ Associate Landscape A¡chitect from the Landscape Architecture and Planning

firm of Crosby Hanna and Associates, responsible for drafting, site inspection,

site evaluation, current upgrade design and committee liaison for the Play

Village. Length.of time in current position - twenty-two years.

iiÐ Facility Services Supervisor, Leisure Services ofthe City of Saskatoon,

member of the Project Team for capital improvements to the Kinsmen Play

Village. Length of time in current position -seventeen years.

iv) Program Services Manager, Leisure Services of the City of Saskatoon,

responsible for overseeing the operating budget and capital improvements,

coordination of staffing and overall operations for the pool component and the
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Play Village. Length of time in current position - two years.

supervisor, Horticulture of the city of saskatoon Parks Division, responsible

for horticulture.and grounds maintenance of play areas, including the play

Village. Length of time in current position - seventeen years.

Lifeguard, Leisure services of the city of saskatoon, for the play village pool

component. Length of time in current position - two years (seasonal).

Saskatoon Kinsmen Club representative, A¡chitect and Vice President of the

saskatoon based architectural firm of Edwards and Edwards Architects,

member of the original committee for the concept and design development of

the Play Village.

The City of Saskatoon Parks Division representative for the original project steering

committee for the concept and design development of the Play Village declined an

interview due to personal reasons. The location of the other members of the original

committee is unknown.

b) Family Focus Group and Interviews by the Author

The recruitment of children with all types of disabilities - emotional, physical and mental

- was initially considered. This was subsequently determined to be too extensive because

of differing needs, and the subsequent issues that would have to be addressed. It was

therefore determined that identifying a particular group, i.e. children with physical

disabilities, would be more manageable, and should provide more specific results with

:
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direct relevance to this study. Equally, since physical disabilities incorporate avery wide

range of impairments, e.g. hearing, visual impairments, it was decided to focus on a

specific population within this range - the mobility disabled children. The recruitment of

study participants included children with mobility disabilities, who are, or have been,

users of playgrounds, particularly the Play Village, in order to capture the needs of

current day users. These participants have lived with their disability for at least one year.

Some of them use assistive devices such as braces and wheelchairs. This population was

specifically included in the original targeted consumer population of the Play Village. It

was determined that this selection allowed a more accurate representation of a specific

population's needs.

It was initially considered appropriate to recruit only children from ages six to eight due

to their common developmental stages and needs. This was subsequently seen as a

disadvantage because it was not representative of the intended users of the Play Village.

It also restricted the number of potential participants. It was decided that the age span

would be increased to male and female children aged five to ten years, in order to allow

for a more accurate representation of the intended consumers. The age restriction was

extended to eleven years for one child because the parent also uses a wheelchair. Because

this study is based on accessibility for children and their families in play areas, it was

determined that feedback from an adult with a mobility disability would be invaluable

and would also provide more universal design input.
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The inclusion of the children participants for the study, without their parents, 'was initially

considered. However, playgrounds are considered to be places where families gather. It is

unlikely that these children would access playgrounds without some type of family

presence. Additionally, the parents' perspective regarding their children's use of and

response to the physical play environment was considered an important component of the

information-gathering process.

The recruitment of non-disabled participants and disabled participants was also

considered at the outset. The possibility existed, however, that the non-disabled

participants would not have had many opportunities to interact with disabled children in a

playground. They might therefore not be able to identify their various needs. This was

felt to be a significant disadvantage.It was felt that there was an increased likelihood that

disabled children's siblings are a\¡/are of their special needs. They would therefore have

more enlightened perspectives, and the information gathered would be more relevant to

the objectives of the study.

Consequently, the process consisted of recruiting a smaller but representative sample of

children with mobility disabilities, their siblings and parents. It was hoped that inviting

the families to participate in focus groups would generate discussion about the play needs

of children with mobility disabilities in outdoor play areas.
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Some children with mobility disabilities are either non-verbal, or may experience

difficulty in communicating. If they were unable to speak for themselves, it was hoped

that their siblings or parents would be able to interpret for them. Some participants may

communicate at a slower pace and/or have intellectual disabilities. The decision was

made to include children with communication disabilities as participants in the focus

groups.

The recruitment of the participants was accomplished by reviewing existing agencies

which provide services to various populations living with disabilities. Those considered

the most appropriate for this study were selected and contacted. Of all the agencies

contacted, the Saskatchewan Association of Community Living (SACL), Saskatoon

Family Network agreed to participate in this process. An information package was sent to

the Director, which included:

D

iÐ

APPENDIX A: INFORMA,TION ABOII TI{E STUDY

APPENDIX B: LETTER OF INTRODUCTION TO SPECIAL AGENCIES REQIJESTING

ASSISTANCE IN RECRUITING VOLUNTEERS

APPENDIX C: LETTER OF INTRODUCTION TO PARENTS OF CHILDREN

PARTICIPANTS

APPENDIX D: SCREENING INTERVIEW

iiÐ

APPENDIX H: CONSENT FOR YOUR CHILD TO PARTICIPATE IN STUDY

APPENDD( M: INTERVIEW QIJESTIONS FOR USER GROUPS: KEY INFORMANTS

AND CHILDREN AND TT{EIR FAMILIES

:

The Director of SACL contacted the families directly. After consent was given to discuss
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the study, the writer contacted the families by telephone and screening interviews were

completed. Parents of children with mobility disabilities were asked some background

information about their children, such as age, gender, type of disability, diagnosis, length

of time having the disability, and use of assistive equipment. (See APPENDIXD)

Information about the study, consent forms, interview questions,

demographic/information sheets and a letter of introduction were then sent to the parents.

(See appendices A" C, E, F, G and H) After the recruitment process was completed, six

families made a commitment to participate. However, due to various factors like

scheduling complications and children's illness, only one focus group was completed

involving two families. Two other families were interviewed individually. The weather

was an important consideration as some of the children used wheelchairs and were

particularly susceptible to the cooler weather. The interviews were postponed until

springtime and completed at the Play Village in May 2002whenthe weather permitted.

Background information about the author was shared with the families, including

professional history, interest in children's issues and the importance of incorporating their

views. Information about the study and why it is being undertaken was verbally presented

to the families, that is: to assess overall user satisfaction regarding accessibility and

usability in the Kinsmen Play Village, by identifying user needs and evaluating the

overall function of the Play Village for children with mobility disabilities, and their

families. The parents of the children signed the consent form. See APPENDIX s. On

average, the focus groups and interviews lasted forty-five minutes. The focus groups and
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interviews consisted of child and family groupings, rather than individual groups of

children andlor parents. The intervie\¡/s were recorded with an audio recorder and

subsequently transcribed. Some of the parents and children had documented some of their

ideas on paper prior to the interviews. In addition, the author documented the responses

of the children with disabilities in written form in order to distinguish them from their

siblings on the audio recordings. The information was collated accordingly to each

interview question. The responses from the children with disabilities, their siblings and

parents were distinguished according to their specific groups. Main issues and themes

were identified.

The parents were advised that the children's perceptions and ideas were important and

when at all possible, were better if expressed without parental instruction. It was also

recognized that the children might require their parents' assistance in relating or

documenting this information, as some of the children are non-verbal or had difficulty

communicating their ideas. In addition, some of the children with disabilities required

close parental supervision. Discussions were held with the children and parents as a

group with specific prompt questions directed to the children in order to facilitate

discussion about what makes a playground accessible and usable. Many of these

questions were based on the Indiana National Center on Accessibility study on

playground accessibility (2001), which is further described in Section 2.5 of the

Literature Review. The children \ryere asked about their past experiences in playgrounds

in general and about the Play Village in particular. They were asked to define their ideal
:
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playgrounds. They were asked about safety issues and which play areas were accessible

and usable by all the children and what changes they would recommend to make the Play

Village more accessible, usable and fun. Parents were asked to relate their own general

observations, comments and recommendations for change about playgrounds in general

and the Play Village in particular. Some of the prompt questions were addressed with the

parents as well, for example, issues about safety, which areas they found to be accessible

and usable to them and their children and how the Play Village met their children's and

family's needs.

Th¡ee of the families resided in Saskatoon. The fourth family resided in a rural area

approximately seventy kilometers outside of Saskatoon. Table I provides information

about the participants regarding medical diagnosis, age, gender, types of assistive

devices, verbal skills and the structure of the families interviewed.
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Medical
Diagnosis

Gender Age
Assistive
Devices

VerbaI
SkilIs

Siblings Parents

child 1
Cerebral

Palw
Male 6

Power

Wheelchaù
Non-
verbal

Sibting I Parent 1

child 2
Cerebral

Palw
Male 1

Ankle Foot
Orthosis splints

Verbal Sibting 2
Parents 2

and 3

child 3
Down's

svndrome
Female 6 None Verbal Sibling 3 Parent 4

chitd 4
SpinaBiñda

Hydrocephalus
Female 1t

Manual
Wheelchair

Verbal None
Pa¡ents 5

and 6

Siblings

child I Male 9 Verbal
chitd 2 Male 9 Verbal
chitd 3 Male 8 Verbal
Parents

Parent 1 Female

Parent 2 Female

Parent 3 Male

Parent 4 Female

Parent 5 Male
Manual

Wheelchair
Parent 6 Female

Table I Information about users - children with mobility disabilities, their siblings and parents.

7) On Site Observations of the Participants by the Author

When the family focus group and individual family interviews \¡/ere completed, the

children were invited to play. The children from the focus group included two siblings

and two children with mobility disabilities. One used a wheelchair and the other wore

splints from the knee down. The children from the individual family interviews included

one sibling and one child with mobility disabilities from one family and one child with

mobility disabilities alone. The author documented general observations of the children

and parents using specific observation data used in the Indiana National Center on

Accessibility study on playground accessibility. They are:
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- play equipment accessed and used by the children with disabilities
- general difficulties in using the play equipment
- obstacles observed
- who played with the children on the equipment
- whether a family member helped the child to access the equipment

8) Still photography 
:

Still photographs and slides were taken for documentation of the children and their

families using the various play areas of the Play Village. The author took photographs of

the families during the observation segment of the interviews in order to illustrate certain

points addressed in the focus group and individual family interviews, e.g. if the children

were able to access the equipment, did the family members assist them in using the

equipment, hazards and obstacle noted. The parents signed a consent form with the

knowledge that the photos or slides would be used as documentation in this thesis.

9) Children's Drawings

Children were given the oplion of making drawings in order to illustrate their ideas and

perceptions of their ideal playground. It was felt that they should be given more than one

means of describing their ideas and perceptions. These drawing were then used as a

means of documentation.

10) Data Analysis

All of the data sources were summarized and collated. Each of the data sources was then

compared with the seven principles of Universal Design. It was anticipated that the
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information gathered from these sources would reveal various common themes, which

would in turn establish the foundation for a series of Universal Design recommendations

for change in the Kinsmen Play Village.
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4.2lnterview with the De'signer

During the interview with the author, the Landscape Architect responsible for the overall

project design and construction of the Play Village discussed the original intent of the

design. He stated that the goal was to provide a set of diverse play opportunities that

would accommodate all types of children with various needs, including those with

mobility disabilities. The Saskatoon Kinsmen Club, who strongly advocated for

accessibility, had initiated the original idea for the Play Village. A committee for the

concept and design development of the Play Village was established. The designer

commented on the changes that have been implemented at the Play Village beginning in

its first year. These changes have often been implemented without consultation with the

designer or user groups unå huu. usually been driven by liability and safety issues. Most

of the elements that provided diversity and accessibility have been removed.

4.3 Existing User Studies

To date, studies completed by the City of Saskatoon with the goal of upgrading the

Kinsmen Park have not incorporated the Play Village. The following information is based

on 2000 and 2001 summary site reports compiled by the lifeguard stafffrom the Leisure

Services Department of the City of Saskatoon. The staffis responsible for the Water Play

Area of the PIay Village. .

The visitors who use the Play Village are demographically distributed throughout the

City of Saskatoon and surrounding rural areas. They visit as individuals, families and
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sometimes by the bus full from various urban and rural schools. At the present time, the

average age of users is between two and nine years.

There is a pre-school policy in effect in the Water Play Area. This includes adult

supervision around the pool area. The perception of the patrons of the Play Village is that

it is a paddling pool. This causes "all sorts of difficulties" with the parents, as they do not

encounter this policy at other paddling pools within the city. Many parents apparently do

not understand that the levels of water differentiate this pool area from paddling pools in

general. According to the stafl the parents sometimes become angry with them.

Consequently, the lifeguard staff strongly recommends increased signage that describes

this policy.

The lifeguard staffdocument average attendance of Water Play Area users for specific

times during the day. This is done on a daily basis throughout the summer months. The

average daily attendance noted in Table 2 represents the days from June 8 to August 6

200t.
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Time Averaqe

1 0:00 12.94

1 '1:00 17.64

12:04 20.44

1:0( 31.6C

2:0( 35.73

3:0C 32.27

4:O0 26.22

5:00 17.2A

6:00 10.5:

7:04 6.64

Table 2 Average Daily Attendance June 8 to August 6,2001

4.4 General Site Analysis'

The Kinsmen Park is located on the northern periphery of Saskatoon's Downtown core

and on the west bank of the South Saskatchewan River.

Adjacent land uses include:

-South of 25tr' Street - high-density development

-5ú Avenue (from 25ú Street to Queen Street) - medium to high density residential

-Queen Street (west of 9ú Avenue) - mixed use

-City Park neighbourhood - low to medium density residential

-City Hospital - including the former nurses residence, which currently houses Saskatoon

District Mental Health Services

-Spadina Crescent - the Mendel Art Gallery situated on the banks of the South
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Saskatchewan River

25ú Street and 5û Avenue - YWCA - which currently includes a Daycare Centre.

(extracted from Kinsmen Park - Site Development Plan by Hilderman Witty Crosby

Hanna and Associates, Landscape Architects and Planners, 1991)

Diversity of plant species in the Kinsmen Park is relatively limited. Dominant tree

species include American Elm, Green Ash, Manitoba Maple, Willow and White and

Colorado Spruce, many of them mature. There is a concern that some of them may

present public hazards and ¡naintenance problems due to their maturity. This issue has

bee addressed by the City in recent years. Combinations of hardy native and horticultural

types of shrubs include common caragaîa, cotoneaster, Saskatoon, dogwood, lilac,

golden currant and honeysuckle. The location of some of the shrubs prevents

maintenance access and hampers visibility. Formal flowerbeds decorate the walkway to

the Hugh Cairns Memorial.

The topography in Kinsmen Park changes from flat in certain areas to gently undulating

in others. The west to east watercourse area, a modified natural coulee, is characterized

by a drop of three meters. This variable slope presents a challenge to cross country skiers

and sliding opportunities for children in the wintertime.

See Figures 1,2 and 3 for Kinsmen Park Land Allocation and Use Map, the Kinsmen

Park Existing Site Characteristics Map and the Master Plans of the Original Design and

Existing Conditions of the Kinsmen Play Village.
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Original Design

Crosby, (1985) Landscape Architect and the prime consultant responsible for the overall

project design, describes the Play Village: "Open and closed fencing are located to

enhance views to and from the Play Village, and to extend soft landscaped areas. Site

lighting is designed to extend the hours of use, provide night security and accent certain

features. The entire development is carefully nestled among mature Maples and Poplars.

Particular attention was given to grading design to ensure accessibility and to attempt to

retain the mature trees for a long period of time. The siting provides an image that the

Play Village has always been there, and provides welcome shade" (p.2).

Crosby (19S5) states the Play Village was spatially organrzed to provide opportunities for

physical, social, creative, emotional and mental development for children of different

ages and development matqrity. A Village Street, the major circulation system of

concrete pathways circled the Village Park or green space and connected the different

play areas. Wooden boardwalks were found along and underneath various play

components. Within these areas, opportunities for physical, social, creative and quiet

retreat play included: (extracted from Crosby, 1985)

D Entry Plaza- to create a mood of expectation

ii) Foam Forest - a welcome and a place to release energy

iii) Sand Play - a place to play in the sand; a source of water

iv) Senior Play - a variety of play options for development, coordination, spatial

awareness, cooperation, exploration and discovery; continuity, branching,
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loops and alternatives for reaching a goal are incorporated into the play

structure

v) Junior Play - a scaled-down version of the senior play structure

vi) Water Play - a variety of water-related experiences

vii) Retreat Play - a chance for quiet and inhibited children to play quietly as

individuals and to watch others at play; meandering stream; seating areas for

parents 
:

viii)Service Building - storage of loose materials, washrooms, drinking fountain,

first aid, telephone, shelter and general utility

Features in the original design that provided accessibility included:

Ð Village Street and boardwalk provided ground level access to all play areas

ii) Foam Forest - level ground - fully accessible

iii) Water Play area - fully accessible

iv) Sympathetic Swing for use by disabled children - fully accessible

v) Wheelchair rocker - fully accessible - goes up to mid-point then goes

down 
:

vi) Elevated Sand Play Area - incline ladder from grade to elevated area

providing accessibility for crawling up. Angle of sides and elevation allows

wheelchairs to approach and children to use as a play table. Hand pump allows

children to pump water giving the illusion that they were filling the stream that

emptied into the pool. It also allowed for play with buckets in the sand. A sand

crane pulley system allowed two children to transport sand in a bucket from the
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ground to the elevated sand area

vii) Large Play Structure - provided three balance beams each at different levels

of difficulty, overhead rings and ladders for children in wheelchairs for upper

body challenge; wheelchair access was provided atthe first level.

viii)Quiet Retreat Area - fully accessible

ix) Meandering Stream - accessible to children for sitting among the boulders

x) 'Washrooms 
and water fountain - fully accessible
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Figures 9-16 illustrate the various play areas in the original design of the Play Village.

Figure 9 Foreground: Quiet Retreat Area Background: Water Play Area

Image supplied by Crosby Hanna & Associates, 1980
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Figure 11 Foreground: Water Play Area

Background: Meandering Stream

Figure 12 Foreground: Spray Features

Background: Foam Forest, Sand Play

Figure 13 Senior Play: Large Play Structure

Images supplied by Crosby Harura & Associates, 1980
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Existing Design

The following provides a description of the existing design of the Kinsmen Play Village,

the changes implemented since its initial development and the reasons why.

:

There are structural problems with the wood of the manufactured play structures because

of their age. Replacement of these structures has been mandated in the current upgrading

process. Some of the features of the LargePlay Structure have been removed because of

safety, liability and vandalism issues. These include the cargo nets, the clatter bridge, two

balance beams and the wooden decking underneath. The Small Play Structure, a smaller

version of the Large Play Structure, is not designed for smaller children and therefore not

considered adequate for the younger age group.

The pathways and boardwalks that originally defined the circulation system in the play

Village connected the various play areas. Most of those located within the active play

areas were removed by the City of Saskatoon because of safety issues as they fell below

the more recent Canadian Standards. The argument was that the "hard surface" provided

potential for injury due to falls. "Soft surface" - sand - has replaced most of the

circulation system that originally made all the various play areas accessible.

The City removed the sympathetic swing after the boardwalks were dismantled.

The City removed the wheelchair rocker shortly after the opening of the Play Village in

1983 because of concerns about injuries to children who might stick their hands

underneath the rocker.
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the more recent Canadian Standards. The argument was that the "hard surface" provided

potential for injury due to falls. "soft surface" - sand - has replaced most of the

circulation system that originally made all the various play areas accessible.

:

The City removed the sympathetic swing after the boardwalks were dismantled.

The City removed the wheelchair rocker shortly after the opening of the Play Village in

1983 because of concerns about injuries to children who might stick their hands

underneath the rocker.

Approximately four years ago the City dismantled the Foam Forest because of safety and

vandalism issues. This consisted of a maze of hanging foam cylinders made of rip-stop

nylon arranged in an informal composition. There was a concern that because of possible

aggressive and physical behaviour, smaller and less active children might sustain injuries.

Shortly after the Play Village was constructed, the City reduced the number of bags in the

Foam Forest due to safety reasons. The rubberized mat covering the concrete floor

surface has deteriorated over the years. Picnic tables are now situated in the Foam Forest

play area. The City is considering increasing the number of picnic tables in this area,

further reducing the play opportunities in the space.

The Raised Sand Play Area is often not adequately filled with sand because of the high

levels of use. This prevents play by children in wheelchairs who would otherwise be able

to use it as a raised sand table. Sand is usually transported into the aÍea at least once a

year by wheelbarrow. The Play Village entrance does not provide access for any larger

machinery. According to management personnel, however, this does not create
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signifi cant problems for maintenance personnel

Th¡ee separate mechanical water systems in the Play Village service the Sand Pump in

the Raised Sand Play Area, the Meandering Stream, and the Water Play (pool) Area. The

latter includes a water slide, sprinklers and a pool. In 1992, changes were made to the

water filtration system in the pool area. The spray features in the Water Play Area are

controlled by the lifeguards and are rarely turned on because of high activity levels. The

lifeguards report that the system cannot physically handle large bather loads on hot days.

The water pump in the Raised Sand Play Area, although operable, is rarely turned on. It

has been vandalized (burned) and the City is considering removing it. The sand crane and

pulley system has been removed. In the past two years or so, the City has stopped the

operation of the Meandering Stream. The equipment chamber apparently becomes

clogged with sand as a result of children carrying and playing with sand and dirt in the

stream. The City is considering dismantling it. The boulders, which create an edge along

the Meandering Stream, are also reported to create safety and maintenance concerns.

The shallow roots of the poplar trees are growing up through the ground in the parent

viewing area in part because of root disturbance form maintenance and renovation repair

activities. Maintenance staffreportthat this creates maintenance problems and may also

hamper anyone in a wheelchair or anyone with a sight disability. Furthermore, the staff

report problems with the turf areas. The turf grass competes with the trees for moisture, is

in poor condition and is difficult to maintain. The Village Green, which is subjected to

overcrowding, is unable to sustain grass.
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The Play Village is fully operational to the public from the first week in June to the end

of August. Lifeguards are on duty from 10:00 am to 8:00 pm daily when the pool is

functioning. There is no fee for use. A side gate to the Play Village is open all year round.

Visitors use the Village throughout the seasons.

4.5 Analysis Based on Americans With Disabilities Act Accessibilify Guidelines

(ADAAG) for PIay Areas, cSA safety standards for play spaces and Equipment

and on the Seven Universal Design principals

i) The following description of play area components and accessibility guidelines is based

on the Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) for Play

Areas (2000).

' Types of Play Components

Types of play components ielate to the different experiences provided, e.g. swinging,

rocking, climbing, sliding, etc.

. Accessible Routes

The Al-tAAG describes accessible routes as pathways specifically designed to provide

access for individuals with disabilities, including those using wheelchairs or mobility

devices. There are two different types of accessible route: ground level and elevated. A

ground level accessible route connects the play areaaf ground level to parking and
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drinking fountains as well as the play components within the site. An elevated accessible

route is the path used for connecting elevated play components. Two common methods

for providing access to elevated play components are ramps and transfer systems.

. Transfer Systems

:

Transfer systems provide access to elevated play components within a composite system,

without the use of a wheelchair or mobility device, by connecting different levels with

transfer platforms and steps. A transfer system should include a combination of transfer

platforms and transfer steps, which provide a continuous route to the elevated play

components. A transfer platform is a platform or landing that an individual who uses a

wheelchair or mobility device can use to lift or transfer him/herself onto the play

structures. The wheelchair or mobility device can then be left behind at ground level.

' Clear Floor Space

Clear floor space - or ground space - provides unobstructed room to accommodate

a single stationary wheelchair and its occupant at aplay component on an

accessible route. It provides maneuvering space is required for a wheelchair to

make a 18O-degree turn. It may overlap accessible routes and maneuvering spaces

with a maximum slope of i:48 in all directions. Entry points and seats

. Entry Points and Seats

Entry points and seats are features of play components where individuals would

transfer, sit, or gain access.
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. Play Tables

Play tables are surfaces, boards or counters that are created for play, e.g. sand or

\¡/ater play, gathering areas (picnic tables)

. Surface Materials

The ADAAG states that ground surfaces along accessible routes, clear floor space

and maneuvering spaces must comply with the American Society for Testing and

Materials (ASTM) F 1951-99 Standard Specification for Determination of

Accessibility to Surface Systems Under and Around Playground Equipment. This

standard "assesses the accessibility of a surface by measuring the work an

individual must exert to propel a wheelchair across the surface. The accessible

surface must be impact attenuating and meet ASTM F rz92-99 Standard

Specification for Impact Attenuation of Surface Systems Under and Around

Playground Equipment" (ADAAG 2000, p.ZZ).

Table 3 illustrates a comparison of these guidelines with the Play Village.
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i l. Uonnects all pÌay areas : l.Does not connect all play areas i l. No
AccessiHe i2. Free of obstacles !2.Free of obstacles , 2. yes

Roures :3. 60" (1525 mm) width !¡.¿gSS,, (1220-l470nm) : ¡. No

. . :.L:.1:lf.:l:..ry.!-6"ô ia.r:48Q%) i 4.Y"'

_ _ ii Mi"ñ;ï048;;q60:ir?:^Tp^.. 
i, ";;;";;;;;;,;;;; i ;;;Clear Floor i2. Slope no steeperthan 1:48% Q%) iå. ,"0_ t:48% (2%) i ;. i;,

l,No
2. Yes

i : Mnimum
i?laYAreas i *"qrirementsi Commnents i
: , . . . . . ..-.- -.- . 4. . . . , . ... - - -...-

i il.Connects allplay areas

Tra¡rsfer

:t:::ï

Transfer
Platforms

Playvillase ' ùþeß :

-, . ADAAG:uomPonents 
, yes/No 

,

Turning Spacc i '' ::. ,"'.'.'lu1t/ ""u'o i No tuming space i Noi2. Allows 180 degree tum ! - 
:

"il. 
öoiin""t 

^i 
ì"rsrsoz'orpiuy'

Ramp for icomPonents

flerated i2. 12" (305 mm) maximum rise

I-evcls if more i3. l:12 maximum slope (8%)

than 20 È"v ia' 36 " (915) width

componenb i5. Handrails 20-28" (510-710mm)

iabove ramp surface

i1. Must connect the entry points of
i at least 50o/o ofplay components

...*.?,,Y.9.11.Þ.ç..g.1,,?,9.-c.-e.:.tiÞ.1-e,i9,.yJ.?........

: l. I 1-ls" (280-455) heighr ofsurface
i2. Minimum24" (610 mrn)wide
i3. Minimum 14" (355mm)deep

i4. Unobstructed sides

i 5. 30-48" (7 60- l220nm) clear fl oor

lrss than 20 play

components

Does not apply

No transfer systems available No

No transfer platforms available

No

Noi
j

i: :sPace i
i ............................1......................

i iî. M;;i t*;;i;;;i;;,iiä 
:j Transfer i2. Mintunum24" (6l0mm) wide :

i t** i¡ rr¡ittitr*m 14" (355mm) deep i No transfer steps available

: i4 Maxirrirn 8" l205mml heioht i

No

No

i.............................i.1..Y.1*':.Up..-s.:.(?9I'*':).h"'cI1.....
i Ertry points it. tfzq" (280-610mm) height ;";,;;;;,, ",","r," .i & seab i2.18" (455nln)¡ecommended : "t ç¡ruy Puurts avauaDre

i : 
1. Minünum 24" (610mm) high i Raised Sand Area:3i;' (785mm)

i PIay Talles i2. Minimum 30" (760nln) wide i high,2Z.5,(6.97 m) long, 15' (4.65 m)

i t nu, oret"y iAt 
least.l ofeach type provided on :

: ^ :grouno level must be on an i waterPlay Area onþ play
i Componenb il^--__,.,_ -^.._^ - _- i component on accessible route:â^êcccrhlê r^rrfêi iaccessible route : --"'r----'
: ö.i"ri;; i i
i ;--- . . ' iMaxinrum height 36' (9l5mm) : 36,' (915 mm)

ii..----¡-a-Wrtl|.4. J .

: ^ - :Must meet safety and impact iconcrete pathways 
:

i *H:in i;;;"requiremenrs i:ïiï""ï:å:undera'prav i

i : iwuå, ruy er"u-.on"."t" surface :

No

No

Yes i

Noì
Yes i

Table 3 ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Play Areas Comparison of Play Village Components

The current play areas and play components do not meet the majority of ADA
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accessibility guidelines for play areas. The Play Village does not provide more than one

type of play component. None of the elements that accommodate accessibility, such as

transfer systems, ramps, turning spaces, are available. The only areas that did not violate

the guidelines are appropriate slope, pathways are free of obstacles, surfacing material

around the play areas (sand) and drinking fountain. However, the pathways do not

connect all areas of play and are not the required dimensions for two wheelchairs to meet.

The sand around the play structures prevents access to the play components. According to

the guidelines, the Play Village does not meet the necessary criteria which provide access

and usability to everyone, with the exception of one play area,the Water Play Area. The

surface of this area, however, does not meet the impact attenuation requirements.

ii) Table 4 illustrates the elements which do not currently meet the safety standards found

in csA children's Play Spaces and Equipment carlcsL-26l4-98 (csA 2000).
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Play Village Gomponents
and Play Areas

Elements to be Upgraded According to GSA
lnternational Play Spaces Safety Standards

Large Play Structure

1. Potential free fall exposure from upper platform, slide
pole, climbing ladder rungs

2. Vertical entrapment exposure on tire bridge, log-style
ladder and slides

3. Structural problems with wood due to age

Small Play Structure

1. Potential free fall exposure from slide entrance,
chain and log-style ladder and stairs

2. Excessive space between logs of ladder
3. Structural problems with wood due to age

Tire Swing 1. Potential head impact exposure to support
columns and adjacent hard surfaces

"A"-Frame Style Swing Sets
3 swings/bay
2 swings/bay

1. 2 swing set-clearance of 760mm between supports
& swing chain, 24" 610mm between swings

2. Potential head impact exposure to adjacent hard
surfaces

Teeter-Totters Potential head impact exposure to adjacent hard
surfaces

Raised Sand Area
1. Potential impact exposure to adjacent concrete

pathway
2. Height of adjacent retaining wall too great

Table 4 Elements in the Play Village to be upgâded to conform to CSA safety standards.

(Information taken from Marsh Risk Consulting Play Space and Equipment Survey for Kinsmen play

Village,2000)

When this study was initially undertaken, the Play Village required significant changes to

conform to safety standards. The City of Saskatoon has committed $40,000 for this

upgrade. The Small Play Structure has since been removed and is to be replaced with one

that accommodates younger children. The Large Play Structure will also be replaced.

More changes will be made in order to address distance between play components to

adlacent hard surfaces. One set of swings for older children has been removed.
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The other set currently has 3 baby swings which is acceptable in terms of safety. The

pathway between the Raised Sand Play Area and retaining wall has been filled with sand

in order to address the issuê of concrete surfacing and height of adjacent retaining wall.

Concrete stairs have been added. These changes have reduced accessibility and usability

even further.

iii) The following analysis is a comparison of the Play Village in relation to each of the

seven Universal Design Principles and associated guidelines of established criteri a that

define usability. Table 5 outlines the seven principles and associated guidelines and

compares these with the different elements and play components of the Play Village.



Principlc 1: Equitable Use. The desigr is useful and marketable to peopte with diverse abilities.
la. Provide lhe same means ofuse for all users - identical w{renever possible, equivalent u,hen not.lb.
Avoid segregating or stigmatizing any users. lc. Make provisions for privacy, security, and safety equally
available to all users. ld. Make the design appealing to all users.

Seven Universal Design hinciplcs and Associated Guidelines

hinciplc 2: Fleúbility in use. The design accommodates a wide range of individual prefermces
and abilities.
2a. Provide choice in meilrods ofuse. 2b. Accommodate right or left-handed access a¡rd use. 2c. Facilitate
the users accuracy and precision. 2d. Provide adaptability to the user's pace.

Principle 3: Simple and Intuitive Use. Use ofthe design is easy to understand, regardless oft¡e
user's experience, larowledge, language skills, or current concentration level.
3a. Eliminate Ìrnnecessary complexity. 3b. Be consistent with user expectations and intuition. 3c.
Accommodate a wide range of literacy and language skills. 3d. Arrange information consistent witfi its
importance. 3e. Provide effective prompting and feedback during a¡rd after completion.
Principle 4: Perceptible krformation. The design conrmunic¿tes necessary information effectively
to the user, regardless of ambient conditions or the user's sensory abilities.
4a. Use different modes þictorial, verbal, tactite) for redundant presentation ofessential information. 4b
Maximize legibility of essential information. 4c. Differentiate elements in wa¡rs that can be described
(i.e., make it easy to give instructions or direction).4d. Provide with a varietv oftechnioues or devices
hinciple 5: Tolerance for Error. The design minimizes hazards and adverse conseçences of
accidental or unintended actions.
5a. Arrange elements to minimize hazards and erors - most used elements, most accessible, haza¡dous
elements eliminated, isolated, or shielded. Sb.kovide wamings of hazards and er¡ors. 5c. Provide fail
safe featu¡es. 5d.Discourage unconscious action in tasks that reouire visilance.
Ilinciple 6: Low Physical Effort. The design can be used efficiørtly and comfortably and a
minimum of fatigue.
6a. Allow user to maintain a neut¡al body position. 6b. Use reasonable operating forces. 6c. Minimize
repetitive actions. 6d. Minimize sustained physical effort.

hinciplc 7: size and space for Approach and use. Appropriate size and space is provided for
approach, reach, manipulation, and use regardless ofuser's body size, posfure, or mobility.
7a. Provide a clear line ofsight to important elemenls for any seated or standing user. 7b. Make reach to
all components comfortable for any seating or standing user. 7c. Accommodate variations in hand and
grip size' 7d. Provide adequate space for the user ofassistive devices or personal assistance.
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Comparison of Play Village Componcnts with
hinciples and Guidelines

la. Use restricted to non-disabled persons

lb. Persons with disabilities segregated due to lack of access

lc. High activity levels on play structures and Water Play
Area decrease of safety and security for disabled children
ld. Limited access, difficult to use without assistance

2a. Does not offer nrultiple play nrodes
2b. Does not offer multi-use opportunities
2c. Does not provide for different abilities or play styles
2d. Does not provide opportunities for gradual challenge

or adaotation to user's nace

3a. Use of all play components easy to understand
3b. Children aware ofwhat type ofplay behaviour is

expected and how to tse conrponerrts

3c. Does not apply to play conrponents of Play Village
3d. 3e.Does not apolv to olav comDonents of Plav Villaqe

Table 5 Seven Universal Design Principles and Comparison with play Village

4a. Does not apply to play components ofPlay Village
4b. Does not applyto play componørts of Play Village
4c. Does not apply to play components of Play Village
4d. Does not apply to play components ofPlay Village

5a.Signage posted in/outside P.V. to iden$ rules &
obligations. Trees & fence provide shelter from wind/sun

Sb.Does not apply to play components ofPlay Village
5c.Does not apply to play components ofPlay Village
5d.Does not apply to play components ofPlay Village
6a. No play features for manipulative, passive play.
6b. Cannot be tsed comfortably by all children
6c. Play structures require repetitive climbing.
6d. Most play stnrctures require much phpical exertion

Ta.Viewing areas provide visual access to important elements
7b. Sand around components prohibit access. Reach
range/design ofRaised Sand Area prohibits comfortable use.
7c. Does not accommodate for va¡iations in hand/grip size.
7d. No provision for assistive devices.



The principles that define equitable use, flexibility in use, low physical effort and

adequate space and reach have been violated. This means that the current design of the

Play Village does not provide equal opportunity to children with mobility disabilities and

their families because of limited access. The Play Village does not provide choices or

different opportunities for use for all children with different individual preferences and

abilities. Methods of use in all the different play areas are severely limited to non-

disabled children, do not offer multi-use opportunities for all children, do not provide

gradual challenge opportunities, and are therefore not considered usable to children with

mobility disabilities, who may or may not use assistive devices. Children with mobility

disabilities have limited opportunities for inclusive play. Most play components and play

areas are difücult or impossible to get to without assistance and difficult to use once

there. The Small and Large Play Structures offer limited opportunities for use by children

with mobility disabilities even at ground level. It was noted that even non-disabled

children required much physical flexibility and exertion to move around from level to

level. The only area that provides access for all children is the Water Play Area. There is

a concern, however, about children's sense of security with regards to the high activity

levels in this area. Overall, the Play Village is not perceived to be an appealing design by

those who can't use it.
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4.6 Analysis of User Satisfaction and Site Performânce

1) Individual Interviews by:1¡* Author with Key Informants

a) The following provides a summary of the information compiled according to each

interview question.

i) What was the original intent of the design of the Kinsmen Play Village?

The participants who were involved in the development and evolution of the Kinsmen

Play Village recall that it was established in order to create a unique, "state of the art",

"leading edge" play centre, the first of its kind in Saskatoon and in Saskatchewan. The

Saskatoon Kinsmen Club initiated the concept for a Children's Play Village. Five of the

participants \¡/ere aware that the goal was to provide a full variety of play experiences that

would accommodate peoptb with different needs, including those with mobility

disabilities. The Saskatoon Kinsmen Club most strongly articulated the need for

accessibility. The centralized location of the Kinsmen Park was key to availability to all

residents in all areas of the city.

ii) What type of guidelines for children's playgrounds was used in the design of

the Kinsmen Play Village, (if any)?

The participants were not aware of any specific guidelines for accessibility or safety

standards atthat time. They agree that the play equipment selected was considered "top

of the line" and "state of the art. The designers depended on the play equipment

manufacturing companies to address safety issues.
:
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In terms of the intended population of children with mobility disabilities, who may or

may not use assistive devices:

iii) What play areas of the Play Village are easy to use for children with

mobility disabilities?

Of the seven participants interviewed, only six felt qualified to respond to this question.

There was agreement among five of these that the V/ater Play area - the pool area

including the spray features - is the most usable and accessible to children with mobility

disabilities. Four of these five believe that it is the only completely accessible area. Two

participants commented that the spray feature designs are rarely operational by the

lifeguards because "it increases the activity levels." The water pressure of other spray

features that the children can manipulate by pressing a button are usually "turned so low

as to be almost non-usable."

One participant does not believe that children with mobility disabilities have utilized the

Raised Sand Area. Two have identified that the failure to maintain a more appropriate

level of sand prevents accessibility and usability. They also believe that the design of the

Sand A¡ea may not be conducive to the use of different wheelchair sizes, or practical for

children with mobility difficulties.

One participant stated that children with braces, crutches or walkers could "make their

way" to all the play areas surrounded by sand. Wheelchair users "could be pushed" into

these areas, but once there, the play equipment is not accessible. One participant stated

that the swings and the teeter-totter are accessible.
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Two participants identified the Village Green - the quiet retreat area - as accessible for

children with mobility devices. The "terrain is rougher, but it is not restrictive to

wheelchairs." :

All participants commented that the walkways provide accessibility. One commented on

the deterioration of the wooden boards underneath the Large Play Structure. The gaps

between the boards may prove difficult for wheelchair users as the "wheels could get

caught. Boards in a play area, especially on the ground area, aÍe subject to splintering.

Slivers are easy for kids to get playing around." One participants stated that the Foam

Forest is currently being utilized as an open picnic areathat is totally accessible due to its

flat surface. Most participants commented that the washrooms are accessible.

iv) IVhat play areas of the Play Village allow all children, with and without

disabilities, to play together?

Of the seven participants interviewed, only six felt qualified to respond to this question.

Five of these stated that the'Water Play Area is the only areathat is currently conducive

to integrated play. One felt that the Raised Sand Area and the "picnic area" - formerly the

Foam Forest aÍea - enabled all children to play together.

v) What would you like to see added or changed in the Kinsmen Play Village?

Three participants suggested that the Foam Forest should not be completely eliminated.

They felt that other solutions that would encourage interaction and add some play value

to this area should be explored.

Five participants suggested that the quiet retreat aÍea - the Village Green - and the parent

observation area should be expanded. One proposed another location for the Quiet
:
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Retreat Area - away from the most actively used areas - while still allowing users to be a

"part of things." Three suggested exploring other alternatives for maintaining or

rejuvenating these heavily utilized areas due to the difficulty in preserving the grass.

Four participants commented on the changes that are to be implemented in the near

future. Initially, some of the elements like the Large Play Structure were designed for

children aged twelve to thirteen years old. However, over the years, it has become

evident that the primary users of the Play Village are children between the ages of two

and nine years. Equipment that does not adhere to the CSA standards will be removed,

repaired or upgraded. Equipment options better suited to the current user population are

being explored. Other areas like the pathways and retaining walls around Sand Play area

will require modifi cations.

One participant suggested that the Play Village will become increasingly utilized as

younger families are moving into the surrounding residential areas. Three participants

believed that the Play Village should be expanded in order to accommodate the high level

of current users.

Two participants proposed exploring the design of the Raised Sand Area in terms of

practicability and accessibility. They also suggested improved maintenance regarding

sand levels in order to promote accessibility. At the present time, the sand level is

supplemented once ayear. Because it is a heavily utilized area, much of the sand is

displaced and easily depleted.

One participant suggested expanding the washroom area - adding change rooms and a

shower - in order to accommodate the large numbers using the Water Play area.
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One participant had concerns about the shallow rooting systems of the poplar trees and

the impact on maintenance'of the grass. It was also suggested that these roots create

barriers for wheelchair users.

One participant proposed that the irrigation system be upgraded to a "timed electronic

system with popup heads" to replace the current manual system. This would enable

nighttime watering and would not conflict with early morning users of the Play Vllage.

Two participants recommended that the three separate mechanical water systems -sand

PumP, stream, pool and spray features - be activated on an ongoing basis. They felt that

fairly simple "mechanical engineering solutions" could be explored in order to deal with

filtration problems. It was suggested that these play features provide a unique experience

to urban children. 
,

Two participants proposed that the cargo nets could now be replaced with modern ones

with steel cores that would prevent vandalism.

Three participants felt that other materials for "soft surfaces" should be examined as an

alternative to sand in order to allow all children access to all play areas. Another

participant proposed exploring options like pea gravel instead of sand due to maintenance

difficulties.

Five participants suggested implementing changes and exploring play opportunities or

equipment that would promote accessibility, usability and integrated play.
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vi) Are children with mobility disabilities using the Play Village? If so, which

areas \¡/ere they using?

More than half of the participants did not recall ever seeing children with mobility

disabilities - including those in wheelchairs - using the Play Village. One stated that

children with various types of mobility disabilities utilized the Water Play Area, usually

with assistance. Two had seen a child in a wheelchair along the Raised Sand Play Area.

Two of the participants stated they were not able to respond to this question as they had

not visited the Play Village for years or no longer had direct day-to-day involvement with

the Play Village as a result of different employment responsibilities.

b) The following provides a summary of the main issues and themes that emerged during

the interview process.

It was evident that all the participants appreciate the significance of play Each appears

committed to the same goal - to provide aplay area where children have different

opportunities for avariety of play experiences. However, due to the different roles and

responsibilities of each participant, the process of providing these play opportunities is

determined by different objectives.

While there is awareness and a common interest in the provision of accessibility, the

understanding of the true definition of accessibility varies. The provision of accessibility

in the Play Village is considered important to all participants. Initially, the provision of

accessibility was constrained by the construction budget. Currently, cost, safety,

maintenance, and liability issues appear to guide management and maintenance decisions



of the Play Village. Cost and liability are predominant factors. Minimizing risk in order

to reduce the likelihood of injury and the liability associated with it appears to be a key

determinant in the evolution of the Play Village. The removal of features with potential to

cause injury or create risk, rather than replacement with more suitable design or

materials, was most often the only resolution explored. As one participant suggested,

"people don't understand. They see what was attempted to be solving a problem is just

simply creating a problem. And their solution obviously is just to remove it - as opposed

to looking for improved design." Unfortunately, the removal of many of these features

has drastically changed the nature of the Play Village. Accessibility has virtually been

eliminated as a result, and consequently, play value has been decreased.

Maintaining the integrity arid continuity of the original intent and design of the Play

Village was a significant issue for the design professionals. Historically, boards with

various City of Saskatoon and community representatives would have been responsible

for decisions implementing change. One participant considered these boards essential in

maintaining the integrity of the original design. Since these boards no longer exist, the

City has often made changes without consultation or queries for alternative resolutions

from design professionals. It was suggested that the complexities involved in managing a

"high-tech, interactive" area such as the Play Village, require a different approach than

those used in the more traditional play areas. The City of Saskatoon was advised about

the maintenance and management implications at the time of inception. The implications

were not fully realized, and it was suggested that the City was "not prepared for these."

As one participant implied, "maintenance is sometimes defined by understanding of the
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design. The key to retaining the integrity of the design is to have understanding of the

original intent and ongoing consultation with the original intent in mind when changes

are made."

The current situation at thl Play Village is not unique. Liability and cost issues are

commonly the driving force of designs for play spaces. As one participant stated,

"without an unlimited budget, it's hard to design for paranoia." Another participant

suggested that the "challenge for designers is to design accessible things that are

maintenance-free with low lifetime costs."

In spite of the various interests and objectives, the Play Village appears to be higtrly

utilized park that often cannot adequately accommodate the number of users.

2) Family Focus Group and Individual Family Interviews by the Author

a) The following provides a summary of the information compiled according to each

prompt question. These questions were developed in order to facilitate discussion about

the grand question: "What makes a playground accessible and usable for children with

mobility disabilities and their families?"

Prompt questions:

i) Have you been to other playgrounds?
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All the families reported thæ they have visited many parks in Saskatoon, in rural

Saskatchewan and in other cities such as Vancouver in British Columbia. The parents

favour those that offer accessible features such as wheelchair swings for children with

mobility disabilities. Additionally, they favoured playgrounds that provided separate play

areas for children ofdifferent age groups.

ii) What sorts of things do you like to do there? What is your favourite thing to

do?

Activities that the siblings enjoyed included playing soccer andtag, and using the slides,

teeter totters, monkey bars, swings, and playhouses. Activities not restricted to the

environs of the playground included climbing trees, backstops and fences. The children

with disabilities enjoyed playing tag, soccer, swinging, sand play, tic tac toe, playing on

the teeter-totter and in playhouses, and wheeling about with their siblings. The adults

held the children with more extensive disabilities on the swings or slides.

The siblings reported that slides and monkey bars were among their favourite activities in

a playground. Favourite features included "hide-outs." The children with disabilities

reported that swinging was their favourite activity. One child had particularly enjoyed

sand play and making castles in kindergarten, where sand play tables were available in

class.

iii) What should aplay areabe like so that you don't hurt yourself while you are

playing? ,
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The siblings reported that safety in a play area should include safety zones around

features such as swings and slides. Rocks were a concern due to falls.

Structures that were easier for children with disabilities to climb were reportedly safer.

iv) What do you like most about the Play Village? What is your favourite thing to

do here?

The siblings reported that the slides, the Water Play Area and the Large Play Structure

\¡/ere areas that they enjoyld the most in the Play Vllage. The favoured activities of the

children with disabilities were the swings, slides and the water play Area.

v) What parts of the Play Village are easy for you to get to? What parts of the

Play Village are easy for you to use?

Most of the children concurred that all of the play areas other than the'Water Play Area

were impossible to get to by wheelchair. The children with disabilities had difficulty

gaining access to all the areas without some type of assistance.

vi) V/hat sorts of things would you like to be able to do here that you can't? What

makes it hard for you to do it?

The siblings stated that the Large Play Structure was difficult for them to climb because

of the depth of levels. This, plus the height, made it even more difücult and "scary" for

their siblings with disabilities. Access to the play features and using them independently,

without parental assistance, was an issue for one child using a wheelchair.

vii) What play areas of the Play Village allow all children to play together? Where

can you play together with your friends, brothers and sisters?
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After some discussion about the various play areas in the Play Village, the children stated

that the Water Play Area was the only place that allowed all children to play together.

Children in wheelchairs were not able to use any of the other play areas, thereby

preventing integrated play. Children with less extensive disabilities required assistance

from parents or siblings to use areas such as the teeter-totter, slides, the Raised Sand Play

Area and the Large Play Structure, enabling them to be a part activities with other

children.

viii) What do you think we could do to make this playground easier for you to

use? What could be added to make it more fun?

Siblings recommended basketball hoops and an observation areathathas accessible play

features not available in the Play Village. One sibling suggested the need for added room

for sitting and play. The height of the Large Play Structure should be altered and ramps

should be added so that children in wheelchairs would not have to leave their chairs to

play. The surface of the playground should be flatter so that wheelchairs could travel

more easily.

One child who uses a wheelchair suggested that she would like slides with elevators that

took her to the top, where she could leave her wheelchair, and slide to the bottom. The

elevator then would bring her wheelchair down to her. Swings would have adjustable

ropes that would enable you to manipulate the height. They could be accessed

independently without the use of a wheelchair or assistance. The height on monkey bars

could also be adjusted so that children in wheelchairs could swing on them or manipulate

them from their wheelchairs. She expressed the desire to have the option to choose.
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ix) If you could create a playground that is appealing and useable to kids with

disabilities, what would it be like? Verbal Feedback andlor Drawing.

The siblings made several suggestions. These were:

- a playhouse in the form of a boat that would be accessible by ramp to all children,

including those in wheelchairs

- ramps for access to climbing structures

- more hide-outs

The Demographic Information Sheets that were completed by each family posed the

questions of past and current use of the Play Village. On average, the families had visited

the Play Village three times previously and were currently using it once per year. Most

commented that they only come to this playground when they visit the amusement park

rides in the Kinsmen Park. Most of them report that they tend to avoid it because of

safety issues and lack of accessibility. They visit other more "user-friendly parks." They

stated that playgrounds generally have only one feature that is accessible, if any. One

family stated that they rarely visit playgrounds since their child has grown too heavy to

lift and carry and because none of them is accessible. In addition, playgrounds rarely

have features that children can use independently without parental assistance, even

though some advertise as such. Most importantly, they "don't want to set their children

up for disappointment. Children in wheelchairs have already experienced a lot of

disappointment in their life and are a\¡/are of their limitations. Going to playgrounds that

are not accessible is like reminding them of their limitations again."
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b) Parents' Observations, Comments and Recommendations

All the parents had concerns about the extensive use of concrete and rocks in the Play

Village. "I walk into this park and immediately see rock and concrete and it is a

nightmare." The rocks along the stream present "all kinds of hazards" for children who

have difficulty with their balance. They also eliminate a significant amount of play area.

Space for movement between features is considered important. The "unevenness" of the

area and the many grade changes make movement problematic. Access leading into the

Play Village is very difficult for wheelchair users and once inside, most of the play areas

are not accessible. One parent in a wheelchair stated that there are no parking features or

space available that facilitate exiting his vehicle using his ramp and lift.

Parents suggested that many play structures do not accommodate smaller children and

those with disabilities. Some children with disabilities are more comfortable using

features that are designed for toddlers. These generally have fewer levels and steps to

climb.

The parent of a wheelchair user stated that although her child enjoys pools, they do not

use the one in the Play Village because of the lack of space for changing her child. In

addition, the compleúties of the wheelchair prohibit immersing it in the water. She holds

her child in her arms on the swing and the slide. However, this presents certain safety

issues for her and will become more and more difficult for her as her child grows. She

considers being apart of activities with siblings an essential requirement for children

with disabilities, and this will not be possible for much longer. "Most children with

severe disabilities are always positioned in the same spot and areas due to barriers. They
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need to feel they are in the centre of the activity even if they are not participating." The

Play Village does not make provisions for this.

Adequate space fo. -orre-ent, "soft crash areas," accessible surfaces and subtle grade

changes were important requirements of a safe environment. Hard edges, such as on

concrete walls and fixtures, were not considered safe for children with mobility

disabilities.

The Raised Sand Area was not considered to be accessible to all different types of

wheelchairs because of the width of the ledge, the angle of the walls and the depleted

level of sand. The lack of appropriate stairs made it very difficult and dangerous to carry

a child into this area.

Parents considered avariety of play features important for children with different

abilities. For example, different types of swings would provide choices and allow some

of the children to use them independently.

Many recommendations for improvement were discussed. These \¡/ere:

- ramps for access to play equipment

- slide large enough for caregiver and child to go down together

- swing for wheelchairs

- different types of swings

- observation areas in the centre of activity where children in wheelchairs can be

part of the activity

- features that promote integrated play
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- hands-on features that are interactive and that can be manipulated at wheelchair

levels

- playhouses, similar to tree houses - low to the ground and accessible - with

features for activity and observation

- make better use of the space - remove the rocks around the stream, more grassy

areas, increased room for running, more use of the trees

- more subtle grade changes and smoother surfaces

- pathways using softer material

- more gentle downward spray features where kids can frolic, promoting more

gentle play

- more age-appropriate and accessible climbing structures

- expansion of the Play Village with a focus on the provision of separate play areas

for different age groups

- accessibility for parents in wheelchairs so that they can get to their children in the

various play areas if they are in trouble

c) Main issues and themes from interviews

Several main issues and themes emerged from these discussions. AII the parents who

participated in the focus groups strongly desire access to the same or similar play

opportunities for all of their children. For most of them, playgrounds are an important

part of their family life. Their knowledge of the various urban and rural playgrounds is

vast. They frequent those which provide some degree of accessibility and have a "softer
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landscape". They perceive inclusion as an essential requirement for the development of

children who have mobility disabilities and their siblings. They want these children to

have a place at the center of activity even if they are not able to participate. As a group,

they are strong advocates for their children and are acutely aware of the deficiencies of

most playgrounds. To theså parents, accessibility means promoting independence.

"Children want to play and interact independently with other children without an adult

intervening."

They consider the "attitudes" of the general public and decision-makers, and lack of

understanding about accessibility, to be the most significant barriers to accessibility and

usability in outdoor playgrounds. They felt that the design professionals and the decision-

makers did not address the needs of the population as a whole. They created spaces for

the general population without taking into account, or asking the users, about the special

needs of their children, parents and grandparents. As a result, the parents "lower their

expectations of their community because they know that the service isn't available." A

couple of parents proposed that the City and the decision-makers who process the

community's money should have an advocate for people with disabilities, someone with

the knowledge and understanding about special needs. "Advocacy shouldn't fall only on

the people who are affected by it."

As a group, the siblings were knowledgeable about access and safety issues for children

with disabilities and for themselves. Their ideas for accessibility, inclusion and change

were insightful and reflected a good understanding of the play needs of their siblings with

mobility disabilities.
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4.7 On Site Observations'of the Children and Their Families

After the focus group and the two individual family interviews, the children were invited

to play. The author paid particular attention to the following observation data :

- play equipment accessed and used by the children with disabilities

- general difficulties in using the play equipment

- obstacles observed

- who played with the children on the equipment

- whether a family member helped the child to access the equipment.

It was evident that the non-disabled children wished to include their disabled siblings in

play

Safety issues for the children with mobility disabilities immediately became evident once

they entered the Play Village. Observing these children move about the concrete features

and surfacing introduced another level of appreciation for the word "safety."

The children with disabilities who did not use wheelchairs gained access to various play

areas e.g. the Large Play Structure, Small Play Structure, Raised Sand Play Area, swings

and teeter totter, usually with the assistance or close supervision of a parent or sibling.

The sand surrounding most of the play areas created an obstacle to movement, especially

for those who had difficulty with balance or who used assistive devices. These children

evidently enjoyed being apart of the activity, but this was not possible without some

assistance and without close supervision.
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The pace and patterns of movement of the children with disabilities were markedly

slower and more cautious than those of their non-disabled siblings. This was especially

evident on the Large Play Structure where the activity level was higher and of a more

physical nature.

All of the play areas, with the exception of the Water Play Area, were inaccessible to the

wheelchair users, including the children and one parent, because of the sand or the

gradient. The wheelchairs themselves became obstacles when parked outside the various

play areas.

One child who uses a wheelchair exhibited her dancing ability by gracefully manipulating

her wheelchair around the different gradients of the Water Play Area, using her upper

body for selÊexpression. As her mother stated, "kids in wheelchairs are very skilled. It is

amazing how creative my daughter is. She is always figuring out ways she can be on an

equal ground with her peers. And how her peers think about how they can do things with

her if they did it this way. And it always amazes me how that works." This was evident

when this child and her stepfather, who also uses a wheelchair, gained an audience as

they wheeled about, using the area as non-disabled people might use a skateboard park. It

opened up a whole n"* ,.i of possibilities for design.

The author took photos of the children and their families using the different play

components and play areas in the Play Village. See figures 19-26.
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4.8 Stil Photography

Figure 19 Parent &child on slide Figure 20 Pa¡ent & child on swing Figure 2 1 Demonstration ofusability Raised Sand Area

Figure 22 Step-parent & child demonstrating uses of Water Play Area

Figure 24 Child requires assistance Figure 25 Families using Small Play Structure
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4.9 Children's l)rawings

The children were given the choice of verbally describing or drawing their ideal
playground. Two children, one sibling and one child with a mobility disability, chose to
do both. Their drawings illustrated the desire for integrated play, for independent play,
for access and most importantly, for the option to choose. See figures 27 and28.
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Figure 21 Drawingby a child who uses both a wheelchair and a walker. The lower right hand side of the
drawing illustrates a lift that raises the wheelchair so that she can use the monkey bars to practice upper
body skills. The ramps lead up to the plaform, tìen she slides down the other side. A crark on the swing
set allows her to raise or lower the seat to get on independently. She wants the option to choose to play in
her wheelchair or without it.

Figure 28 Drawing by a sibling based on the design of a "playhouse boat" seen in a playground in
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4.l0Data Analysis

The various issues that are referenced throughout this study include:
i) the application of the Universal Design principles in children's outdoor

playgrounds

ii) the evaluation of accessibility, integration and usability of children's outdoor

playgrounds based on the Universal Design concept

iiÐ the roles of design professionals and place users in the universal design of

durable children's outdoor spaces

it) an integrated approach to child development in outdoor play environments

which combines the following elements. perception, cognition, behavior,

movement and safety

The data collected from the following sources: the literature review, the general site

analysis, the universal design analysis, the existing user studies of the Play Village, the

key informant interviews and the family focus groups and interviews address how these

various issues apply to the site selected for this study - the Kinsmen Play Village.

The literature review provided a starting place for the compilation of information in terms

of general knowledge. The information collected from the user groups and various types

of analyses - safety, accessibility, universal design - regarding the Play Village were then

examined for main issues aird themes. These were subsequently summarized into key

points that the author felt were important to this study. Areas of problems and good

points in common were then compared to the seven principles of Universal Design.

Findings were then summarized and compared to the findings in the literature review.
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5. DISCUSSION and

RE COMMENDATIOI{S for CHAI\GE
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Discussion

The main findings or themes from the data collection methods have been condensed into

the following key points. They are listed according to the various methods. Areas of

problems or good points in common are then identified.

i) Key Informant Interviews

' Understanding of the elements that define accessibility and the concept of

universal design varies significantly among the people involved in the initial

development and evolution of the Play Village and those who have decision-making

authority.

' cost, safety, maintenance, and liability issues appear to guide management and

maintenance decisions of the City of Saskatoon.

' Maintaining the integrity and continuity of the original intent and design of the

Play Village is a significant issue for the design professionals. Consultation with

community representatives and interest groups is important in this process.

. None of the play areas, with the exception of the Water Play Area, currently

provides accessibility for all types of children with different abilities.

ii) Family Focus Group and Individual Interviews

' "Attitudes" of the general public and decision-makers, and lack of understanding

about accessibility, are considered to be the most significant barriers to accessibility

and usability in outdoor playgrounds.

' Parents and children with mobility disabilities define the term accessibility as
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promoting independence with a sense of dignity.

Parents perceive inclusion and participation as essential requirements for the

healthy development of children with mobility disabilities and their siblings.

Safety is a significant issue for parents of children with mobility disabilities.

"Soft" surface materials are crucial because of difficulties with mobility.

Advocates for disabled persons should have a voice in the process of making

decisions that directly affect them.

Playgrounds should prdvide a diverse set of opportunities that are accessible and

usable for children and parents, and should promote inclusion and participation by

children with all types of ability. These elements are important to children with

disabilities, their siblings and parents alike.

Families perceive playgrounds as family places that are important to family life

None of the play areas, with the exception of the Water Play Area, is accessible

to all children. However, there is a lack of space to change children before and after

use of the Water Play Area.

iii) On Site Observations

' Safety issues are particularly significant for children with mobility disabilities.

' The pace and patterns of movement of children with mobility disabilities is a

significant issue in playground design.

' None of the play areas, with the exception of the Vy'ater Play Area, is accessible

to all children and parents with mobility disabilities.
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iv) Drawings

. The drawings reflect a need and desire by the children for inclusion, participation and

the option to choose to play with or without assistive devices.

v) ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Play A¡eas

' None of the features or play components in the Play Village meets the criteria

outlined in the ADAAG for Play Areas for usability or accessibility, with the

exception of the \{ater Play Area. However, the surface material does not comply

with the requirements in the safety and impact attenuation guidelines.

vi) CSA standards

. None of manufactured equipment meets safety standards. Other safety requirements

such as distance of play components to adjacent hard surface are mandated to be

upgraded to meet requirements.

The areas of problems in common included:

- safety concerns about surface materials

- lack of awareness of accessibility and universal design

- the lack of accessibility and usability of the play areas

- children's playgrounds are driven by cost, safety, maintenance, and liability issues

advocacy for disabled children is most often left to the parents

- none of the play areas, with the exception of the Water Play Area, is accessible
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to all children and parents with mobility disabilities.

- playgrounds like the Play Village should provide a diverse set of opportunities that

are accessible and usable for children and parents, and should promote inclusion and

participation by children with all types of ability.

The good points include:

- a common desire to provide play areas for children, especially those that promote the

integration of all children and which are accessible to everyone.

- a common interest in the participation of user studies.

The problem areas and the good points taken from the user interviews are compared with

the seven Universal Design principles in Table 6 on the following page.
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Table 6 Universal Design Principles and Comparison to User Interviews

It was determined that the existing design of the site did not promote integration and

participation by all users because of the lack of accessibility. Many of the play areas are

difficult or impossible to use by children with mobility disabilities who need assistance to

gain access to these areas. Even though the use ofthe design is easy to understand, use is

restricted to non-disabled children and adults. Safety issues such as the extensive use of

concrete are a significant deterrent by the families with children \¡/ho have mobility

difficulties. The Play Village does not provide choices or different opportunities for use



for all children with different individual preferences and abilities. The play structures are

high activity areas. They are found to require much physical exertion and are difficult to

use even for non-disabled children. The pace of the children with disabilities is more

cautious in these areas. Children with mobility disabilities use these play areas with

assistance and supervision. The Play Village does not provide different types of

components on an accessibie route and therefore the children with disabilities are either

left out or left to play with close supervision from parents or siblings. The parents and

children have concerns about the excessive use ofconcrete and boulders in the design.

They believe that this creates significant safety issues for children with mobility

difficulties. The trees provide welcome shade for children and families, an important

consideration for children with disabilities who tend to become dehydrated very quickly.

The Play Village is not currently designed to provide space and approach necessary for

persons using wheelchairs or other assistive devices. The site in its entirety was not found

to be appealing to all users because of limited access and because of the difficulties in

using the different play areas.

Table 7 on the following page examines the data from the user groups, on site

observations, ADA accessibility guidelines for play areas and CSA safety standards for

play spaces and equipment. It identifies the areas of violation with the seven principles of

Universal Design regarding the current design of the Play Village.
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Seven Principles of Universal Design
ADAAG for
Play Areas

CSA for Play
Spacæ and
Eouioment

Key Informant
Intetriews

Fâmily
lnteryiews

On Site

Obsenations

Principle l: Equitable Use.

The deign is useful and marketable to people with
diverse abilities.

I¡ violation of
Principle I

I¡ violation of
Principle I

In violation of
Principle I

I¡ violation of
Principle I

I¡ violation of
Principle I

Principle 2: Flexibility in use.

The daign accommodates a wide range ofindividual
preferences and abilitiæ.

In violation of
Principle 2

I¡ violation of
Principle 2

Inviolation of
Principle 2

I¡ violation of
hinciple 2

In violation of
Principle 2

Principle 3: Simple and Intuitive Use
Use ofthe deign is easy to understand, regardless ofthe
user's experience, lmowledge, language skil[s, or current
concentmtion level,

Confom to

Principle 3

Confom to
kinciple 3

Confom to
Principle 3

Confom to
Principle 3

Confom to
Principle 3

?rinciple 4: Perceptible Infomation.
Ihe dsign communicât€s necssary information
)ffectively to the user, regardless ofambient conditions
)r the user's sensory abilitiæ.

Do* not appþ
to study

Does not apply

to study
Does not apply

to study
Do* not appþ

to study
Does not appþ

to study

Principle 5: Tolemnce for Error.
Ihe deign minimizes hazards and the advcrse
;onsequences of accidental or unintended actions.

I¡ violation of
Principle 5

In violation of
Principle 5

Management removes
fetues that my
potentialb¡ cause

injury. Liability key
issue.

ln violation of
Principle 5

I¡ violation of
Principle 5

Principle 6: Iæw Physical EfTorL
The dcign en be used efficiently and
comfort¡bly ând a minimum of fatigue.

l¡ violation of
Principle 6

l¡ violation of
Principle 6

I¡ violation of
Principle 6

In violation of
Principle 6

In violation of
Principle 6

Principle 7: Size and Space for Approach and Use.

Appropriate size and space is provided for approach,
reâch, manipulâtion, and use regardless ofuser's
body sizc, posturg or mobility.

I¡violation of
Princþle 7

I¡ violation of
Principle 7

I¡ violation of
Principle 7

I¡ violation of
Principle 7

I¡ violation of
Principle 7

Table 7 Universal Design Principles and Comparison with all Data Sources

The results of the preceding table clearly identify the problems in the current design of

the Play Village. All of the key elements that provide equal opportunity to all users are in

violation of the guidelines that endorse safety, accessibility, usability, integration and

participation. The design

abilities and preferences.

is not accessible and cannot be used by everyone with different

It is restricted to non-disabled persons. The extensive use of

concrete creates many safety concerns for parents of children with mobility difficulties.

Most of the play features require assistance and supervision to use as well as much

physical exertion. It is not perceived to be an appealing design to the families because it

does not accommodate their various needs.
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The following section examines the results of the analyses of the various data sources

compiled in the study and then compares these to the literature review.

It is evident from the literature that play is fundamentally important in childhood. Play

and learning are not mutually exclusive. Children learn about themselves and their world

by interacting with their environment and the people within it. It is through play that they

develop the intellectual, physical, emotional and social skills that will assist them in

adulthood. Experts in the design of children's spaces and the families interviewed for this

study all agree that all children have the same needs for play and learning, including

those with disabilities. They all share the same play patterns. Further, the quality of

children's experiences in an environment is directly related to the diversity within that

environment. The current design of the Play Village no longer provides equal opportunity

for play experiences for all children. It has become eroded over time because of cost,

safety and liability issues. Parents have concerns that children with disabilities are

children at risk because they do not have the same opportunities as other non-disabled

children. Families interviewed for this study say that cost is usually the determining

factor when advocating change to address their children's needs. They avoid the Play

Vllage and frequent the playgrounds that provide some degree of accessibility and

usability. Unfortunately, most of the playgrounds that they visit provide only one or t\¡io

play features that accommodate their children, and subsequently, very few of their needs

are being met. The literature supports this. Most playgrounds are of the traditional type

which provide swings, slides, and monkey bars. Even though these play components are
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commonly among children's favourite activities in playgrounds, they address few

developmental needs. 
:

Children respond emotionally, physically and socially to their environments. Their

perceptions and understanding of their environments, and their behaviour in those

environments, provide us with valuable information about how these affect them, and

about their expectations, needs and desires in those environments. Research studies show

that children prefer outdoor environments that offer complexity and diversity in play and

learning opportunities. They report that diversity fosters positive behaviour, cooperation

and motivation to learn. Environmental diversity is a key factor in the quality of these

environments. The quality of these environments reflects their own value by the adults in

their lives. Parents suggest that when their disabled children cannot use the environment

in the same way as non-disabled children, the experience is one of disappointment and

they are again reminded of their limitations.

Children interviewed for this study state that they want the choice to play independently.

Their descriptions strongly suggest that play with dignity is important. This correlates

with Burkhour's suggestion that "it may just not be 'cool' to be crawling or scooting

where other children are walking." Apparently, this becomes even more important as

children grow. They want the same access to play components as other children and have

the same opportunities to practise and apply their abilities in creative ways, but they also

want the choice to use or to not use their assistive devices when doing so.

Experts and families believe that playgrounds should provide opportunities for social

interaction, participation and integiation. Play areas should be accessible and usable by
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all children and their families. Parents state that even if some of their children cannot use

certain play components, they want to be a part of the activity even if they cannot

participate. Mobility difficulties may restrict some children in various ways, but the

objective of play is the same for all children - to socialize, to learn, to be physically

active, and to be a part of things.

The children interviewed were interested in participating in this study and discussing

what playground elements were important to them. They understood the nature of the

study and that it was a process of facilitating changes in playgrounds. The ability for

children to participate in the process of design and building promotes a sense of

responsibility and of pride. Additionally, participation promotes a sense of ownership, an

essential element for successful play environments. However, design professionals often

fail to include children in the process of design and evaluation. The children and families

participating in this study had never been given the opportunity to discuss their needs in

outdoor play environments. When we design outdoor play spaces for children without

involving them, we impose our own preconception of what aplay environment should be.

Maintenance, safety and liability issues often determine our definition of play. As a

result, the quality of children's outdoor play spaces is jeopardized, and the nature of play

is altered.

Children with disabilities require specially designed playgrounds that enhance their

abilities. Experts in universal design suggest that all playgrounds should provide a

diverse set of play and learning opportunities, and should allow the children some degree
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of control. Children and parents interviewed for this study identi$'these as important

elements. They define accessibility and usability by the degree of independence that the

play area provides. They do not vvant to be reminded of their limitations. They want the

opportunity to display their abilities, especially in front of their peers. Playgrounds are a

big part of their family life and they believe that playgrounds should address the needs of

parents and grandparents as well. Parents who use wheelchairs require access to their

children if they experience any difficulties when playing. The parents suggested that

grandparents also want to be a part of the activity but that they are often excluded if the

design does not accommodate their needs. These issues define the concept of universally

designed spaces - to be able to use the space comfortably and easily regardless of age,

need or ability.

The Play Village has reached a twenty-year life span. In spite of this, it has never been

subjected to an evaluation process in order to examine performance and user satisfaction.

Updated designs and user needs surveys for the Kinsmen Park have been explored on

more than one occasion, but these have not included the Play Village. Evaluations of the

Kinsmen Play Village during its lifespan may have provided us with valuable information

about performance and user satisfaction. They may have prevented the loss of the original

design intentions and fragmentation in the implementation of change.

The original goal of this study was.the completion of an investigative post-occupancy

evaluation (POE) of the Kinsmen Children's Play Village in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan,

incorporating the principles of Universal Design and focusing on the needs of children
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and their families, with respect to their use of and response to the outdoor physical play

environment. The author examined the evolutionary changes in the Kinsmen Play Village

since its creation, and how the existing design of the Play Village addresses the needs of

children with mobility disabilities, who may or may not use mobility assistive devices,

and their families. The roles of design professionals and place-users in the design of

children's outdoor spaces *.t. .*¡lored, focusing on perception, cognition, behaviour,

movement and safety, as an essential and integrated approach to child development in

outdoor play environments. The evaluation of accessibility, integration and usability of

children's outdoor playgrounds based on the universal design concept was reviewed.

The objectives of this thesis have been outlined and discussed in the following section.

They are:

1) to review the literature with regards to.

a) childhood development, play and the outdoor play environment

b) the historical development and research of children's outdoor play environments

c) children with mobility disabilities and their families, and the design implications

for outdoor play environments

d) universal design and evaluation of outdoor play environments

This objective was met. The information compiled in the literature review provides a

good understanding about the relationship between the outdoor environment and the

childhood development of all children. It identifies the playground elements that are

important to children and how design professionals can learn from this. The exploration

of universal design evaluation was crucial for the successful completion of the outlined
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goal.

2) to conduct an interview with the designer of the Kinsmen Play Village - Senior

Landscape Architect and Prime Consultant of the firm responsible for the overall project

design and construction - regarding the original design intent, history and evolution of the

Play Village

This objective was met. The interview and subsequent contact with the designer provided

valuable information and material about the evolution of the Play Village since its initial

development and the role of design professionals in playground design.

3) To examine existing user studiei of the Play Village in order to expand the knowledge

base in terms of demographics and attendance of the users.

This objective was met. These user studies were helpful in examining how the current

design of the Play Village is being used as well as who is using it. It was interesting to

note that user studies have been initiated for the Kinsmen Park with various interest

groups but have not included the Play Village.

4) to complete a general site analysis of the Play Village examining general issues of the

Play Village as a separate play space, and in relation to the larger site, the Kinsmen Park.

This objective was met.

5) to complete an analysis of the Piay Village based on the Americans With Disabilities

Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) for Play Areas, on the CSA Safety Standards for

Play Spaces and Equipment and on the seven Universal Design principals:
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1) equitable use
2) flexibility in use
3) simple and intuitive use,
4) perceptible information,
5) tolerance for error,
6) low physical effort,
7) size and space for approach and use

The analysis was met and the results show that the curent design of the Play Village

design does not meet any of the requirements outlined in the various guidelines. It does

not currently address the needs of children with mobility disabilities and their families.

6) to complete an analysis of user satisfaction and site performance regarding

accessibility and usability based on the original intent of the Play Village design. The

users included key participants who were involved in the design and management of the

Play Village, and children with mobility disabilities, their siblings and families.

This objective was met. It was determined that the Play Village has been not been

successful in capturing one element of the targeted consumer population - children with

mobility disabilities and their families. This population is not using the Play Village

because the changes impleåented since its initial development in 1983 have drastically

reduced provisions for accessibility, usability and integration. These changes have been

driven by cost, safety and liability issues.

The completion of the family focus group and interviews at the Play Village provided the

author to understand the design ofthe playground through their eyes and to assess the

difüculties encountered in how they used the space. Unfortunately, only four out of the

six families who committed to participating in the study were able to because of

scheduling and other difficulties. A larger sample of children and their families would

have provided a more extensive body of data.



A¡other limitation of the study addresses the varying degrees of ability that mobility

disabilities encompass. For example, not all the children who use wheelchairs will have

the same needs. Further, these children's needs differ from those who do not use

wheelchairs. Some children who have mobility disabilities also have intellectual

disabilities. It would be beneficial to explore the different needs of various disabilities

when designing universally for children's outdoor play areas.

Additionally, it would have been more constructive to complete the interviews with the

key informants at the Play Village. Some of the key informants had not visited the Play

Village in some time. Visual contact of the various play areas may have enabled them to

provide further insight with regards to accessibility and usability issues.

7) to conduct on site observations of the children and their families using the various play

areas at the Play Village in order to assess accessibility and usability.

This objective was met. This was a component of the study which was helpful in the

application of the information compiled in the user interviews.

8) to use still photography as a method of documenting the use of different play areas by

the participants - children and their families.

This objective was met. The documentation supports the data compiled from the

interviews and on site observations.

9) to use children's drawings as a means of documenting their ideas and perceptions of

their ideal playgrounds.

This objective was met. The drawings further support the verbal feedback from the

interviews and identify what children's needs are in outdoor play environments.
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It is the author's belief that the post-occupancy evaluation completed in this study

provided a good understanding of:

' the reasons behind the changes that have occurred throughout the years at the

Kinsmen Play Village

' the needs and expectations of the users - children with mobility disabilities and their

families - and how they are being met in the Play Village

' the roles of design professionals and management in the process of designin g and

evaluating universally accessible children's outdoor play areas

' the nature of play and our view and evaluation of playgrounds in the overall

progression of childhood development.

Recommendations for Change

The Post-Occupancy Evaluation completed in this study documents the changes in the

life of the Kinsmen Play Village. It has explored what is successful and what changes are

needed in the Play Village with respect to the needs of children with mobility disabilities

and their families. When this study was originally contemplated, it was the author's

intention to explore design recommendations for the Play Village based on the universal

design approach. However, as the journey into the design and evaluation of children's

outdoor play areas progressed, it became increasingly evident that universal design can

best be defined as a process, and that design is just one element of this process.
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Consequently, the recommendations for change are categorized and address the

following:

1) process-oriented recommendations

2) recommendations for future design

3) recommendations for future study

1 ) Process-Oriented Recommendations

i) Complete a more extensive post-occupancy evaluation of the Kinsmen Play Village

that addresses the followini:

-The investigation of the qualities that make the existing Play Village so popular

with the general population. These qualities might serve as a foundation for the

universal design of an improved play area.

-The involvement of the community, families and children in user studies that

identifu user needs and recommendations for change in the current playground.

-The participation of children with disabilities, their siblings and families in a

more extensive study of their needs in playground design.

-The examination of safety issues in the Play Village, for example, the nature of,

common causes of, and reasons for injuries.

ii) Re-establish a Board or Committee that has decision-making authority prior to

implementing change in the Play Village. Ensure representation from the various interest

groups from the community, management, the design professions and most importantly,

an advocate for the users, children and caregivers, who have various disabilities.
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iii) Investigate opportunities for fundraising and volunteer participation for implementing

change and improvements to the Play Village. Successful fundraising and use of

community volunteers wou.ld address cost issues and facllitate more expansive changes

than are currently planned by the City of Saskatoon.

iv) Plan for further, ongoing user studies after changes have been implemented.

v) The process of universal design evaluation has certain limitations. While user

participation is considered key to a successful evaluation, these are usually restricted to

adults. We need to explore effective ways in which children and their families can be

included in this process. Because some children with mobility disabilities are non-verbal

or have intellectual disabilities as well, they require different ways to express themselves.

vi) This study has focused on addressing the needs of children with mobitity disabilities

and their families in play environments. The Universal Design guidelines address the

criteria that describe how we can most effectively meet their needs. We must not forget,

however, that designing for all children also means addressing the needs of non-disabled

children. These children need to be challenged in order to develop physically and

mentally. This is even more important with the current statistics pointing to an increase in

childhood obesity. The language used in the Universal Design principles needs to be

reexamined and changed to reflect this, particularly Principle 6, which focuses solely on

the needs of the disabled child. The challenge will be to develop criteria that address the

needs of children with disabilities while providing the physical challenges required by

non-disabled children. If we are to design spaces that all children can use, the guidelines
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need to reflect that all types of children have different needs, and this should include non-

disabled children.

2) Recommendations for future design based on the literature review and

family interviews.

i) The play area should be multi-layered, offer a series of gradual challenges and provide

a set of diverse opportunitiês for social interaction, participation and integration. The play

components should be structured in such away to increase a child's sense of safety and

security. It should be free of hazards, accessible and usable by all children and their

families. Circulation systems and play components should reflect the different patterns of

movement and pace of children with varying abilities.

ii) Explore alternative materials for "soft-crash areas", other than sand, that are impact-

attenuating and accessible for wheelchairs and other assistive devices such as walkers and

crutches. These should meet both accessibility guidelines and safety standards. They

should reduce the potential for injury without eliminating risk altogether. Potential

surface materials include those constructed from recycled tires. These have potentially

high initial costs, but they are durable in northern climates and resistant to vandalism.

They can be installed over asphalt, concrete or sand.

iii) Provide play features within the boundaries of the Play Village that reflect the current

user population - children between the ages of two and nine years - and their families.

More age-appropriate play features would better accommodate the different
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developmental levels as some children with mobility disabilities use play areas designed

for toddlers. In addition, pluy features that promote manipulation and interaction and that

can be experienced from a wheelchair, would provide further play opportunities for all

children.

iv) Provide play components or play areas that accommodate parents holding their

disabled child.

v) Provide play components that children with disabilities can access and use

independently, i.e. wheelchair swings and components with ramps and transfer systems.

vi) Provide different types of play components so that all children, including those with

various disabilities, have the option to choose.

vii) Provide increased room for running and for other more physical activities.

viii) Explore the use of trees in the development of playhouses that are on ground level

and that are accessible to children with mobility disabilities.

ix) Provide more hide-outs where children can either hide in, play quietly or observe

outside activity without being seen.

x) Expand the play area to utilize more open space from the surrounding Kinsmen Park.

The expansion would also allow for separate play areas for children of different age

groups and would facilitate more physical types of play. This would also prevent

congregation in one space and allow for an increased number of users of different ages

and abilities. In addition, the topography in Kinsmen Park has much potential for

programming for seasonal use, such as winter activities like sliding, skating and

snowboarding. :
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xi) Increase the use of natural resources in the design of the various play areas with the

possibility of a less traditional play environment. Playgrounds tend to be over-designed,

most often with the sole use of manufactured equipment. Reduce the hard edges such as

concrete and provide "softer" areas where children can interact with nature, manipulate

loose parts and essentially, be architects and builders. At the present time, the

opportunities for manipulaiive play are limited to the Raised Sand Play Area which is not

accessible and usable.

xii) Expand the boundaries of the Play Village to reflect the high activity levels of present

day use. Additional space would accommodate several elements: the use of ramp

systems; more gradual gradient changes, increased space for sitting, for passive play, for

observation areas and for parent viewing areas. The expansion of the Water Play Area,

which is currently unable to sustain the high numbers of users, should also facilitate a

more extensive use of spray features that also addresses less active play.

xiii) Ensure that all play areas have some play value. For example, the Foam Forest is

being considered for a picnic area, which would eliminate a considerable area for play

Exploring other play alternatives for this area would increase play opportunities in the

Play Village

xiv) Provide accessible parking for the playground so that adults and children using

wheelchairs have space to use their wheelchair lift systems.
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3) Recommendations for future study

i) In terms of future .rruluution, of children's playgrounds, increasing the number of

families would expand the data base with regards to information about the needs and

desires of children with mobility disabilities and their families in outdoor play areas. It

would be helpful to include individual interviews and structured observations of the

children using the various play features. This would require an increased number of staff

for documentation and observation. It would also be helpful to examine the different

needs of children who have mobility disabilities - those who use assistive devices and

those who do not.

ii) Visit the playgrounds across Saskatchewan which are used by the families

interviewed. Examine the characteristics of the play areas and components that are

appealing to them and that draw them back, specifically those that promote accessibility,

usability and integration. Use these existing play areas as models for future playground

design.

iii) Explore the impact of loss on the development of children with mobility disabilities.

Additionally, little is known about the implications of disability and age on the way in

which the environment is perceived and used.

iv) There is limited information about how the outdoor environments influence the well

being of children with disabilities. It would be of interest to explore this with children and

their families.
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vi) Most play environments are driven by safety and liability issues. The City of

Saskatoon authorities have chosen to remove most features that may jeopardize

children's safety. We need to explore the impact of removing all risk on play and healthy

childhood development. Play without risk prevents children from reaching their full

potential. We need to find a balance that provides stimulation and challenge while

reducing the potential for injury.
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Conclusion

A post-occupancy evaluation is the process of evaluating the life of a place. It compares

the reality of how a place is currently functioning with the theory of the original design

intent. A post-occupancy evaluation from a universal design perspective addresses the

needs of all users, regardless of age or ability The Play Village has experienced a

tremendously active life since 1983. The original design intent of the Play Village was

meant to provide a diversity of play opportunities in order to accommodate children with

various needs. It has been subjected to many changes and these changes have drastically

altered it. The policy-makers for the City of Saskatoon had evidently not considered the

complex maintenance implications of the Play Village, and consequently, were not

prepared for the ongoing management costs. Cost and minimizing risk in order to reduce

the likelihood of injury and the liability associated with it appear to be the key

determinants in the evolution of the Play Village. Further, children with disabilities and

their families have never been consulted about how the site is meeting their needs. As a

result, the existing play area no longer reflects the original intent of the design.

Accessibility and usability are no longer available to children and their families. In fact,

they have all but been excluded. As a result, the Play Village is a playground that they

currently avoid.

The parents of children with disabilities commonly strive to find activities for their

children that promote independence, participation and inclusion. They report that these

elements are essential for normal development. As one parent stated, "children with
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disabilities are children at risk because the limits placed on them impact their

development. We do not recognize this." Our commitment to provide children with

diverse outdoor play environments is at best tenuous. Our commitment to provide

disabled children with equal opportunities is even more so. As a society, we often do not

implement change until it is politically useful, or until the population that is most strongly

affected objects. All children have an interest in participating in studies that may affect

change in spaces specifically designed for them. We rarely ask them. As design

professionals, we have a responsibility to design spaces for children and families that

reflect the relationship between play and childhood development and that honor the value

of play with deference to all children. As one parent stated, "it is the responsibility of the

City and the community to provide equal access for everyone. Parents shouldn't always

have to be the ones shouting and advocating for their children - although they will and

they do - it shouldn't always have to be their responsibility."

The evaluation of children's outdoor play areas has become increasingly significant with

the introduction of more current safety standards, the increased awareness of universal

design and the concern for quality. There is great potential for reexamining the concept of

playgrounds and what elements make them successful and durable. It provides us with

the opportunity to design with all children in mind, regardless of their abilities. As design

professionals, we need to explore effective ways of ensuring that their voices are heard

and acknowledged. User participation in the evaluation of universally designed spaces

should not be restricted to adults.
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APPENDD( A: INFORMATION ABOUT THE STUDY

Proiect Title: "A Post-Occupancy Evaluation of Children's Needs in the Kinsmen Play

Village from a Universal Design Perspective"

Investisator: Roberta Houle will be doing the research. She is a graduate student in the

Department of Landscape A¡chitecture, Faculty of Architecture at the University of

Manitoba. She resides in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.

Professor Alan Tate, Head of the Department of Landscape Architecture and Associate

Professor, Faculty of Architecture, will be supervising the research. 201 Russell Building,

University ofManitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 2N2. Ph: l-204-474-7173. Fax. 1-

204-474-7532

Professor Charles Thomser¡ Program Coordinator of Environmental Design and

Associate Dean, Faculty of A¡chitecture, will be supervising the research. 201 Russell

Building, University ofManitoba, V/innipeg, Manitoba, R3T 2N2. Ph: I-204-474-6428

Ms. Laurie Ringaert, Director of the Universal Design Institute at the University of

Manitoba, and Associate Professor with the Department of Landscape Architecture, is an

external reader on the practicum committee. 201 Russell Building, University of

Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 2N2. Ph. I-204-254-6732
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Mr. Robert Crosby, Landscape A¡chitect and partner in the Landscape A¡chitecture and

Planning firm of Crosby, Hanna and Associates, is an external reader on the practicum

committee. 504 Queen Street, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, S7K 0M5. Ph: 665-3441

Purpose of Study: The purpose of this study is to assess overall user satisfaction with

respect to accessibility, usability and integration in the Kinsmen Play Village, by

identifying user needs and evaluating the overall function of the Play Village for children

aged five to ten years with mobility disabilities, who may or may not use assistive

devices. I will be talking to key informants involved in the design and management of the

Kinsmen Play Village, and to children, their friends and families.

The Interview: Part of the Post-Occupancy Evaluation will consist of focus groups

(number is dependent upon the number of children), which will take approximately forty-

five minutes to one hour. I will meet with the participants and their parents at the

Kinsmen Play Village. I will ask the participants about what makes a playground

accessible and usable for families, what works, what doesn't work in the Kinsmen Play

Village, and their thoughts.on ideal playgrounds. I will ask the parents of children with

mobility disabilities some background information about their children, such as type of

disability, length of time having the disability, and use of assistive equipment.

I will ask the key informants involved in the design and management of the Kinsmen

Play Village about the intent of the design, types of playground guidelines used,

characteristics of the Play Village, what works and what doesn't work.

This information will assist in the knowledge about children's needs and universal

accessibility in children's public playgrounds.
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I will tape record the interviews with your permission. This will ensure better accuracy

and representation of your responses, and allow me full concentration on the task. My

research assistant will assist in the documentation and the recording of the information

discussed during the family focus groups.

Confidentialitv Records of the interviews of child participants and key informants will

be kept confidential i.e. consent forms with names and demographic data and tape

recordings will be used by the myself only, strictly for the study, and stored in a locked

confidential place. No person's name will be marked on the consent without that person's

knowledge

Participation: Participation in this research is completely voluntary. You can decide to

withdraw at any time during the interviews. Parents will be given consent forms to sign at

the beginning of the interview.

Risk and Discomfort. In all research projects carried out at the University, the researcher

must point out any risks or discomforts for the study. I do not believe that this study will

cause any problems for the key informants, parents or children other than 1) taking up

your time for interviews, and 2) the remote possibility of asking questions about

disabilities that might bring up personal problems. You may refuse to answer any

questions that you do not wish to answer.

Benefits: AII projects of the University must also point out if there are any benefits for

the study. I do not expect the study to have any direct benefits for key informants, parents

or the children. You will not receive any payment for participation. When completed, this
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research should assist in the knowledge about children's needs and universal accessibility

in children's public playgrounds.

Feedback: A copy of the summary of results will be forwarded to you at your request.

For more information If you have further questions about the study after the interview,

please feel free to contact me, Roberta Houle, at
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APPENDD( B: LETTER OF INTRODUCTION TO SPECIAL AGENCMS

RTQUESTING ASSISTANCE IN RECRUITING VOLUNTEERS

Roberta Houle

Dear (name of personnel- special agency)

Thank you for your assistance with finding participants for the focus groups for the study

"A Post-Occupancy Evaluation of Children's Needs in Kinsmen Play Village from a

Universal Design Perspective"

As we discussed on the telephone, I have enclosed three documents for you to share with

your clients regarding the study. These are.

I) INFORMATION ABOUT TT{E STUDY
2) CONSENT FORYOUR CHILD TO PARTICIPATE IN TT{E STUDY
3) SCREENING INTERVIEW
4) INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR USER GROUPS: KEY INFORMANTS AND CHILDREN AND
T}IEIRFAMILIES

Individuals who you contact might be interested in some background information on me.

I have worked with children all of my professional life, first as a Certified Nursing

Assistant on Pediatrics for several years. I have a Bachelor's Degree in Social Work and

have worked as a Family Therapist with Child and Youth Mental Health Services, and

Adult Mental Health Services since 1985. In that time, I have been an advocate for
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children's needs. I am currently completing a Master's degree in Landscape Architecture

with a strong interest in the design of children's outdoor spaces and in addressing the

specialized needs of all children.

Please contact me at once you have decided on an appropriate process by

which to recruit volunteers for this study.

Sincerely

Roberta Houle
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APPENDD( C: LETTER OF INTRODUCTION TO PARENTS OF CHILDREN

PARTICIPANTS

Roberta Houle

Dear (name of parent)

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the study "A Post-Occupancy Evaluation of

Children's Needs in Kinsmen Play Village from a Universal Design Perspective."

As we discussed on the telephone, I have enclosed seven documents for you regarding

the study. These are:

1) TNFORMATION ABOUT Tr{E STUDY
2) CONSENT FOR YOUR CHILD TO PARTICIPATE IN TT{E STUDY
3) SCREENINGINTERVIEW
4) THREE DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SHEETS: CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES, SIBLINGS
AND PARENTS
5) INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FORUSER GROUPS: KEY INFORMANTS; CHILDREN AND TI{EIR
FAMILIES

You might be interested in some background information on me. I have worked with

children all of my professional life, first as a Certified Nursing Assistant on Pediatrics for

several years. I have a Bachelor's Degree in Social Work and have worked as a Family

Therapist with Child and Youth Mental Health Services and Adult Mental Health

Services since 1985. In that time, I have been an advocate for children's needs. I am

presently completing a Master's degree in Landscape A¡chitecture with a strong interest
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in the design of children's outdoor spaces and in addressing the specialized needs of all

children.

Please contact me at if you have any questions prior to our meeting.

Sincerely

Roberta Houle
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APPENDD( D: SCREENING INTERVIEW CODE #

If you are interested in your child participating in the study "A Post-Occupancy

Evaluation of Children's Needs in the Kinsmen Play Village from a Universal Design

Perspective," I will ask you the following questions to determine your child's eligibility

for the study:

1. What is your child's name?

2Is your child between five and ten years old?

3.What is the gender of your child? Male Female

4. Does your child have a mobility disability? Yes No

"mobility disabilities" include persons who have difficulty with balance, coordination,

fine and gross motor skills, range of motion, endurance, strength, or reflexes.

If yes, please state Medical Diagnosis and provide additional information:

5. Has your child had the disability for at least one year? Yes _No _
6. Does your child have any of the following assistive equipment? Please circle which:

manual wheelchair, power wheelchair, walking aid, mobility aid, crutches, cane

Anything not listed here? Please describe

All children with permanent mobility disabilities, who may or may not use assistive

devices, and who are between the ages of five to ten years old, will be eligible for the

study.

Roberta Houle
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APPENDIX E: DEMOGRAPHICIINFORMATION SHEET FOR CHILDREN

WITH MOBILITY DISABILITMS

Subject Code_

1. Name of Child

2. Gender (Male) (Female)

3 Age

4. Name of Parent(s)

5. Address: Street

Postal Code

6. Telephone Number (306)-_

7. Type of Mobility Disability

"mobility disabilities" include persons who have difficulty with balance,

coordination, fine and gross motor skills, range of motion, endurance, strength, or

reflexes.

8. Length of time that your child has had the disability

9. Medical Diagnosis

10. Type of Assistive Device (if any): (manual wheelchair, power wheelchair, walking

aid, mobility aid, crutches, cane, prosthesis, anything not listed here)

1 1. Have you used the Play Village in the past?

Yes How often?
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No- why?

12.Do you use the Play Village now?

Yes_ How often?

No Why?
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APPENDD( F: DEMOGRAPHIC/INFORMATION SHF.ET FOR SIBLINGS

Subject Code

1. Name of Child

2. Gender (Male) (Female)

3. Age

4. Name of Parent(s)

5. Type of Disability or Special Needs (if any):

6. Length of time that your child has had the disability

7. Medical Diagnosis

8. Type of Assistive Device (if any): (manual wheelchair, power wheelchair, walking

aid, mobility aid, crutches, cane, prosthesis, anything not listed here)

9. Have you used the Play Village in the past?

Yes How often?

No- why?

10. Do you use the Play Village now?

Yes_ How often?

No Why?
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APPENDD( G: DEMOGRAPHIC/INF.ORMATION SHF'ET FOR PARENTS

Subject Code

1. Name of Parent(s)

2. Type of Disability or Special Needs (if any):

3. Length of time that you have had the disability

4. Medical Diagnosis
:

5. Type of Assistive Device (if any): (manual wheelchair, power wheelchair, walking aid,

mobility aid, crutches, cane, prosthesis, anything not listed here)

6. Have you used the Play Village in the past?

Yes How often?

No- whv?

7.Do you use the Play Village now?

Yes_ How often?

No 

- 

why?
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APPENDIX H: CONSENT FOR YOUR CHILD TO PARTICIPATE IN STUDY

This consent form indicates that I,

(please print name in full), agree to allow my child to participate in the study, "A Post-

Occupancy Evaluation of Children's Needs in the Kinsmen Play Village from a Universal

Design Perspective." I have been given the researcher's name and phone number, the

names of her thesis committee, university addresses and phone numbers, and an oral and

written explanation of the study.

My child and I have been given the chance to ask questions, and understand that we can

ask more questions at any time. I realize that we can choose to take part, or not to take

part in this study, and that I, or my child, can stop the interview at any time. I have been

told that this study may not benefit my child in any way. However, my child's

participation will help add to the knowledge about children's needs and universal

accessibility in children' s public playgrounds.

I understand that all names and demographic data will be kept confidential.

My signature in this page indicates that I understand and agree to my child taking

part in this study.

Date Signature of Parent

Signature of Witness
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Would you like a copy of the summary of results?

Ifyes, send to

I have fully explained to (name in full), and his/her

child, the nature ofthis graduate practicum as

described on the information sheet, which has been given to the participant's parent(s). I

have asked the parent and child ifthey have any questions about the study, and have

answered these questions to the best of my ability.

Date Investigator (graduate student)
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APPENDTX r: RECORD oF TNTERVTEW (Focus cRoups and KEy

INFORMANTS)

1. Date of Interview: MonthlDay/year

2. Start End Length Flours Minutes

3. Physical Setting

4. General Directions to Résearcher

a) Information about the study: leave with parents of the participants and key informants

b) Consent Form: leave copy with parents of the participants and key informants

c) Background Information

d) Oral discussion- Focus group

e) Field notes
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APPENDD( J: LETTER OF INTRODUCTION TO KEY INFORMANTS

Dear (name of key informant)

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the study "A Post-Occupancy Evaluation of

Children's Needs in Kinsmen Play Village from a Universal Design Perspective."

As we discussed on the telephone, I have enclosed four documents for you regarding the

study. These are.

1) INFORMATION ABOUT THE STUDY
2) CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN TIIE STUDY
3) INTERVIEW QIIESTIONS FOR USER GROUPS: KEY INFORMANTS AND CHILDREN AND
TIIEIRFAMILIES
4) DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SIIEET FORKEY INFORMANTS

You might be interested in'some background information on me. I have worked with

children all of my professional life, first as a Certified Nursing Assistant on Pediatrics for

several years. I have a Bachelor's Degree in Social Work and have worked as a Family

Therapist with Child and Youth Services, and Adult Mental Health Services since 1985.

In that time, I have been an advocate for children's needs. I am currently completing a

Master's degree in Landscape Architecture with a strong interest in the design of

children's outdoor spaces and in addressing the specialized needs of all children.

Please contact me at if you have any questions prior to our meeting.

Sincerely

Roberta Houle

,:
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APPENDD( K: DEMOGRAPHIC/INFORMATION SHEET FOR KEY
I

INFORMANTS

1. Name of Key Informant

2.Place of Employment

3. Address: Street

Postal Code

4. Telephone number at work: (306)- -

5. Title of position held

6. Length of time in current position

7. Description of duties/involvement with the Kinsmen Play Village (please describe):
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APPENDD( L: CONSENT OF KEY INFORMANT To PARTICIPATE IN THE

STUDY

This consent form indicates that I,

(please print name in full), agree to participate in the study, .,A post-occupancy

Evaluation of Children's Needs in the Kinsmen Play Village from a Universal Design

Perspective." f have been given the researcher's name and phone number, the names of

her practicum committee members, university addresses and phone numbers, and an oral

and written explanation of the study.

I have been given the chance to ask questions, and understand that I can ask more

questions at any time. I realize that I can choose to take part, or not to take part in this

study, and that I can stop the interview at any time. I have been told that this study may

not benefit me in any way. However, my participation will help add to the knowledge

about children's needs and universal accessibility in children's public playgrounds.

:

I understand that all names and demographic data will be kept confidential.

My signature in this page indicates that I understand and agree to take part in this

study.
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Date Signature of Key Informant

Signature of Witness

Would you like a copy of the summary of results?

Ifyes, send to

I have fully explained to (name in full) the nature

of this graduate practicum as described on the information sheet. I have asked the key

informant if he/she has any questions about the study, and have answered these questions

to the best of my ability.

Date Investigator (graduate student)
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APPENDD( M: INTERVIE\il QUESTIONS FOR USER GROUPS: (KEY

INT'ORMANTS AND CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILMS)

a) Questionnaire for key inforntants involved in the evolution of the Kinsmen PIay Viltøge

1) what was the original intent of the design of the Kinsmen play village?

2)What type of guidelines for children's playgrounds was used in the design of the

Kinsmen Play Village, (if any)?

In terms of the intended population of children with mobility disabilities, who may or

may not use assistive devices:

3) What play areas of the Play Village are easy to use for kids with disabilities?

4) What play areas of the Play Village allow all kids to play together, ones with and

without disabilities?

6) what would you like to see added or changed in the Kinsmen play village?

7) Are children with mobility disabilities using the Play Village? If so, which areas are

they using?

b) Questionnaire for the Ptay WIIage user groups (children and their fantilies)

Grand Question:

"'What makes a playground accessible and usable for children with mobility disabilities

and their families?"
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Prompt questions:

1) Have you been to other playgrounds?

2)Whaf sorts of things do you like to do there? What is your favourite thing to do?

3) What should aplay area be like so that you don't hurt yourself while you're playing?

4) What do you like most about the Play Village? What is your favourite thing to do

here?

5) What parts of the Play Village are easy for you to get to? What parts of the play

Village are easy for you to use?

6) What sorts of things would you like to be able to do here that you can't? What makes it

hard for you to do it?

7) What play areas of the Play Village allow all children to play together? Where can you

play together with your friends, brothers and sisters?

8) What do you think we could do to make this playground easier for you to use? What

could be added to make it more fun?

9) If you could create a playground that is appealing and usable to children with mobility

disabilities, what would it be like?
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APPENDD( N: CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT F.oR RESEARCH

ASSISTANT

This statement indicates that I, (please print

name in full), have agreed to participate in the study, "A Post-occupancy Evaluation of
children's Needs in the Kinsmen PIay village from a universal Design perspective 

,,, as a

Research Assistant. My responsibilities will include, but not be limited to, the

documentation and recording of information discussed during the family focus groups.

I understand that all names and demographic data will be kept confidential, in order to

ensure the privacy of the participants.

My signature on this page indicates that I understan d andagree to take this oath of
confidentiality.

Date Signature of Research Assistant

Signature of Witness
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APPENDX O: CONSENT F,OR PHOTOGRAPHY

This consent form indicated that I, (please print name in full)

agree to allow my child (children) (please print names in fult),

to be photographed at the Kinsmen pray v'rage for the study ,.A post-occupancy

Evaluation of children's Needs in the Kinsmen play village from a universal Design

Perspective." I understand that these photographs may be used in the finar Thesis

Document.

I understand that ail names and demographic rdata wilr be kept confidentiar.

Date
Signature of parent

Signature ofWitness

Date
Investigator (graduate student)
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Resources

Alliance for Childhood from the World Wide Web.

http :i/www. allianceforchildhood' org'uk

Child and Family Canadafrom the World Wide Web:http:www'cfc-efc'ca

Institute of Universal Design from the World Wide

web : http :/icad9. cadlab.umanitoba. calcibfd/Ringaert.htm And

Web:http://www.arch.umanitoba.calcibfd/research'htm

National Center on Accessibility at Indiana University from the World Wide

Web : http : iwww. ncaonline. org

The U. S. Access B oard : htlp : //www' æcess-board' gp:

Canadian ParkslRecreation Association Committee on Leisure Services and Disabled

Persons. (1981). Access to Leisure' Ontario, Canada
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